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the famous Roman orator, said, “The budgets should
be balanced, the treasury should be refilled, the public debt
should be reduced, the arrogance of offtcialdom should be temAssistance to foreign lands should be
pered and controlled.
curtailed, lest Rome become bankrupt. The mobs should be
forced to work and not depend on government for subsistences.”
He said this 20 centuries ago. Do we ever learn?
(Thank you, “2 X 6”, for sending this to us.)
Is there any Intelligent Life down there? There is plenty out
here! He who learns not from that which came before is destined
to be right where you ARE
P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas,
89126
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to claim he has nothing to do with America West
Distributors (because of the fraud he has heaped off
DAVE
OVERTON
onto the Federal Bankruptcy Court) but writes and
signs on “Distributors’ ” stationery?
I ask that the
Dave has asked me to thank you beautiful readers letter be run in this paper, please, for I don’t think
for all your support, cards and letters. He is gaining readers understand how this goes on and on and keeps
strength daily and his medical workups are reflecting
on going-to
try to finish off the theft of funds [see
good numbers. We all are prone to stumble and fall box]. Not a single statement is true-except
the last
from time to time and it appears he will soon be back paragraph in which GG states that the court has two
home and able to attend himself with a bit of outside choices-to
give him the gold or start all over again!
help to give him a hand from time to time.
Even that “statement” has no truth-but
the intent on
George Green hasn’t forgotten Dave either. He has the part of GG is certainly visible, as if in gold neon
sent him a whole bundle of new and old reading ma- letters!
terial about the dastardly Ekkers and the Gold Case. He
Well, Dave is resting up and getting in very good
has carefully told Dave about how the “Ekkers” third shape. He fell down and broke his crown, but he IS
set of lawyers have dropped them, etc. The Ekkers do NOW STRONGER THAN BEFORE! I do not believe
not even have A CASE in his theft problems with that Dave Overton EVER turned from a confrontation
Overton, much the less have lawyers “dropping” them and he will not do so now.
(but the Phoenix Institute does). He, further, continues
Even the books GG still holds, somewhere-have
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Dave:
resulting

in

your

the latest

attorneys
know the TRUTH of
of them hoping
that

there
are investors with over two million
dollars invested
with them seeking
the return of their
fundsby legal
means
and the Ekkers keep blaiming others
and
the way promising them your gold they claim when
say if they get it through
the
theyT et it. I should
channels of supposedly giving it back to you, then allowing
your
transfer to the Institute which EJ signs on. I haven't
figured out how he can pay all of these people with the
funds'he has promised
with
the small amount of gold that was
delivered to me and the $5,000,000 ( Five million) that he
testified to that HE HAS RECEIVED.
I wonder where all the
money is?. Greed Is funny.
showed checks in our court .
work up, where we paid in excess of $800,000
income
for
two years-and did not include the 13 years of other expenses
all.the attorneys Fees paid defending ourselves over the
they alledge,
Currently

The Supreme court only has two avenues
options because of
the rules of civil
procedure,(a) return the gold to me
(b) return the gold to court and include you in the law suit
in which we will start all over again only you will be brought
back'into the
so you can hear the lies from EJ and
(See attached letter
from Leon
and how they
twist
everything around.
I 'wish'you well, and hope you get your health back.
are
planning to come to Dallas for a seminar later this year ana
will see about coming
to Austin.

an erroneous statement of his ownership as “Publisher”,
but any rights are not “Ekkers’ “-they belong to the
Institute as collateral for now well over $200,000 resulting from cash loans to Greens. Ekker may well have
made some mistakes in his allowance for George Green
to gain these funds-but GG set up the program through
his wondrous resume of expertise and left the Institute
holding the empty bag-WHILE
GG WAS STILL AN
OFFICER AND DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE.
THESE ARE NOT LITTLE UNIMPORTANT GAMES,
READERS; THE INSTITUTE IS A CORPORATION
IN EXCELLENT STANDING-AND
THIS IS ILLEGAL FELONY CRIME. This collateral now is worthless for it will cost far more to remove the garbage from
the books than to junk them and reprint. I begin to
wonder if GG has any idea how stupid he appears.
If Ekkers had stolen $5,000,000 what in the heck
are they sticking around for and how could there be an
additional $2 million under attack? Every unhappy
camper CAME INTO THE PROGRAM THROUGH
AND FOR GEORGE GREEN! NOW DOESN’T THAT
STRIKE ANYONE AS CONTRADICTORY TO HIS
RANTINGS? I would observe here that GG is terribly
concerned that this series of legal cases is going to work
out correctly and he is going to end up in jail. Ekkers
have promised nothing to anyone about Dave’s goldthey didn’t know about it, never had it and won’t have
it. George, however, has!!
George continues to holler about Leon. Well, what
about Leon? Leon came into the program because of,
for and by George Green. He then, at GG’s direction,
demanded gold in metal from the Institute.
When
confronted with Corporation regulations he acted as if
he never heard of such procedures-and
since GG HAD
THE GOLD-why, pray tell, did he not effort to get his
“gold” from GG? At the time of request-George
Green was an active member of the Institute’s Board of
Directors, had checking and banking privileges at Sanwa
bank as a check-writing person right in Tehachapi, California and God, help us all-was starting his own DEVELOPMENT program with Institute funds and people.
You will all find out WHY-because
John
Schroepfer is back on his feet and remembers EVERYTHING-including
GG trying to get his funds IN GOLD.
Interesting? So be it.
ALERT:

OVERSEAS

BANKING

ACCOUNTS

You people who refused to consider I might be
correct about the attention to overseas funds, accounts
and trusts-had
better go back to week-before-last’s
paper. The law (IRS) is coming down hard and is fully
planning to freeze those accounts and open the private
trusts! The ANNOUNCEMENTS have been made and
the “troops” are at ready. Further, the first sniveling
balloons are released about gold confiscation “if things
worsen”. Well, things have worsened!
I
not care what any salesman tells you, including
Green, Patterson-anybody.
THIS IS WHAT IS HAPPENING! Life itself is what happens while you are
making other plans-why should GOVERNMENT of a
NEW WORLD ORDER be better elsewhere for banking? America, after all, is the last to FALL! If you
can’t find protection in the U.S.A., good friends-there
isn’t any! “Time” for transfers is now very, very
limited but you had best be working out methods of
reporting “trusts” because it is going to be demandedWITH PENALTIES AND INTEREST, we are told.
“But the experts told us it was safe and sheltered!
And,they continue to tell us that we have a right to...”
Oh? Your funds are safe and sheltered and can’t get
away-from
“THEM”. I toldyou itwouldbe only
temporary at best, these measures which SHOULD
serve well. Looks about right
tome.

and
CONTACT.

on
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ESU UJESUSn

SANANDA

the times before you it shall m
be: waste not, want
not. Tend your medical supplies and, if you have
I Am Here. Sananda present in Radiance and in already done so, take stock of that which you have and
Service to Aton of Light.
that which may need to be replaced for soon the shelves
Peace be with you this day, for the hour of great shail stand empty in many areas and the hospitals shall
tribuIatio~ grows close indeed. Tend closely the tasks appear as “M*A*S*H* units”. I do not tell you these
at hand and spend not idle hours idly but rather in things to generate fear for fear is not. I repeat, fear is
preparation for times of hardship.
Great will be the I@ of God. Lest you know what descends upon the
numbers who shall perish to the viruses and the plagues, land, how may you tend that which needs tending the
and greater still shall be the numbers who literally most?
‘*And as wczs ihe
of Noah, so shall
starve to death for lack of sustenance. And those who
shall find food shall likewise starve, for their food shall also in
Son
contain no nourishment therein, hence the admonition
to prepare, prepare, prepare for the hour draws nigh.
And as you prepare the soil, so shall your yield
and
and
reflect your preparation and, in this instance, it shall
n
clearly be-shown to all that haste makes waste and in
We of the Hosts stand at the readv. to assist our
.

beloved brqthers and sisters of the ground crew. Be
ever mindful that you have chosen
service and the
work is but at the beginning. Shore up thine hearts and
shore up thine will and you shall be given the physical
strength to see the journey through to completion. And
what, you may ask, is this completion? Ah, it is Gloryf
Hold firmly in the Light and you shall soon meet
friends the likes of whom you cannot imagine,
my’
crew grows weary and lonely for their home also. Be
ever mindful of the many who have come in true Service
to assist at this time, who must remain stationed about
your skies, for they are your brothers and sisters and it
is because of their love of God and their impassion for
you, their brothers and sisters, that they serve. So
remember them in your prayers!
Think to thine brethren, and in the assistance and
preparation for your brethren shall your own assistance
be rendered unto you. Expand your thinking, for those
who remain confined in the narrowness of their own
life-cell shall watch as thejourney passes them by and
not know why. And for many they will not even know
So, look to the horizon and ask
it has happened.
yourself: How may I help my brother7 And therein you
shall have help.
1 Am Sananda
Standing to clear
In Service
Salu

taken
page 120
Phoenix Joumaf
(##Z) called AND THEY CALLED HIS
NAME IMMANUEL-I AM SANANDA:
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Hocus-Pocus
Willbntinue Chaos,
OnlyFocus-Truthus
WillBringOrder
6/22/95 #l

HATONN

and it has happened often. It happened in Russia [at
Chernobyl] and it has happened a couple of times at the
ORDER
AND
DISORDER
Lawrence Livermore Labs in California (which was
almost the end of your U.S. West Coast-at the least).
“Order” is “categorically”
(absolutely) splendid By the way, unsuspecting friends, biological material
for this represents “non-chaos”.
However, a library in living form can be scattered through those laser
filled with “dead” books can be categorically in order beams and is-with pinpoint accuracy. The system has
and yet have no “balance”. Let me see if I can para- recently been tried and found effective in Africa. The
phrase a bit better for picture value. Ifyou have a motor point “there” being to immobilize an isolated area with
which, say, runs on a fuel of gasoline, air, etc., and let short-lived viruses, render it helpless and then let the
us say you have six cylinders to cause this motor to disease do its work. As the infection plays its “course”,
release “moving” power. You have ordered chaos then the take-over is accomplished. The outbreaks at
going on within each cylinder as the piston functions
onset are always in remote villages where the testing
and fuel ignites and thus and so. This is “contained
can be “controlled” and observed.
chaos” and “potential” power (until released in “orderly” sequence). So, you have total chaos on either
SPIRITUAL
BALANCE
side of a BALANCED machine.
This is only for
example, so please do not ask me to go into the mechanHe who calls out in the name of “peace” is easy to
its orphysics of a cylinder for exploding gasoline.
discern as to intent by the balance or unbalance of the
Let us suppose, however, that the balanced center caller, himself. You can CLAIM to want peace, for
of the motor is suddenly out of balance-say
a couple of instance, but unless there is spiritual peace within the
spark-plugs foul and a couple of cylinders fail to fire in speaker it is but empty unbalanced rantings to deceive
proper sequence-on
the same side of the fulcrum. Not you who listen. Unless your thoughts, which keep that
only will the
be instantly diminished but the part of the universe wherein each of us stands, be in
motor will run so roughly (if at all) as to shake, rattle balance, there is NO BALANCE and thus, NO PEACE.
and eventually fall apart rather than “roll”.
The enemy of God efforts to maintain the masses
Perhaps a better picture-gram (mental holograph)
(YOU) in ever-changing, ever-increasing chaos, unwould be a rocket with two thrust engines on either balance and disharmony.
So far the “enemy” grows
side. If one fails to tire the missile becomes totally more powerful in his abilities to produce this through
unbalanced and the one that is thrusting will push the energy fields which you cannot see or hear and, much
missile right back in circles to where it came from and the more, cannot understand for you mostly know not
actually eventually cause a whirlwind, whirlpool or that they exist. In this manner of “control”, the puppettornado!
In fact, all we have to do with an enemy masters who have invented the story-line for your
missile is simply neutralize ONE thruster to dump the holographic experience have total ability to manipulate
thing right back on the sender as it leaves its launcher.
and YOU INSURE THEIR SUCCESS. How and why?
Once airborne all we have to do is, after launch, disable Because YOU are the one contributing the individual
one thruster “side” and then kill both thrusters. Would energy to the role you play. Until, further, YOU come
we do such a thing? Yes indeedy. Through manipula- into total balance spiritually-you
will continue to give
tion of missile thrusters we can send your toys right energy to your very own enemy for it is Universal LAW.
back to launch-pad, or wherever it seems appropriateWHEN YOU GET SPIRITUALLY IN BALANCEbut always back to sender of the cute death machines. YOU CONTROL THE PLAY! YOU CANNOT HOWHe who launches death machines against a brother, be EVER, TAKE A BUNCH OF HOSTAGES AND SHOUT
the brother earthbound or spacebound, inbound or out- “I WANT 6NLY PEACE” WHILE YOU SHOOT THE
bound, is going to be the recipient of his toy’s intended HOSTAGES, FOR YOU HAVE SIMPLY INCREASED
chaos. Chaos comes ‘in myriads of forms.
THE POWER OF THE LIE.
ENERGY

RESPONSIBLE

ACTIONS

We aren’t really interested in the physical toy, and
Responsible actions are the result of totally responwhy bother with it when the physical is so nicely sible knowledge and, ultimately, KNOWING.
For
CONTROLLED by the energy flow? We have discussed “others” to see and hear TRUTH, it must be demonthis many times: you cannot “blow up” a true SPACE strated EVERY TIME. The details of a thing may be
machine. The only way physical damage “take out” flawed but thefocusorconceptmustnotvary.
Sometimesthe
CAN occur is through disruption of energy fields. This very split second of “time” in detail must not vary.
is what your accelerators (scientific apparatus such as
Example?
Well, let’s see. We have Mr. Ted
in Texas) (to the persou who inquired) are for-to
Gunderson
objecting [see box on next
to
create a weapon that can take out alien ships through
running of information which states that
laser energy beams AND to power such lasers for such Gunderson is attached, or something such, to the ADL.
as Operation Blue Beam and other cute little products At first Mr. Gunderson spoke in objection as if he did
of unbalanced minds as well as for use as weapons, not KNOW what ADL meant or what the organization
When you start dealing with prana (life) energyis. Next he claims he is simply not attached to it or any
which some call “scalar”, you are dealing with that other organization. So be it. The presentation is what
which can outrun capacitors and blow out transformers
should be noted-not
a blithering organization or that

of another. The facts are that the information originally came from one whose presentations have been
without peer or errors save in tiny misspeaks or errors in
“first names”, etc. Well, if people change their names to
protecttheirguiltitiseasybeyondmodernbe~~torecognize
all the aliases. Thisis also not in point at this writingfi~~~.
THE POINT? Well, someone has sent a document
to PROVE the type of bomb used at Oklahoma City’s
federal building. I will only use three reference points
regarding that bomb. Mr. Gunderson presented the
information in point, regarding the bomb. He in turn
said he got his information
from the infamous
Riconosciuto (OF “INSLAW” FAME). He thinks Mr.
Riconosciuto is “brilliant”-which
may well be truefor we find him in prison which is positive evidence for
his modern-day annoyance of the politicians.
Well, Ted Gunderson is a 2%year top veteran of the
FBI, now retired and has his own investigative agency.
He has done some of the best investigative work on
Satanism that you will ever find. He also does investigations for
F. Lee Bailey, Esq. (Attorney
with foreign title of nobility), who describes him as a
person “Whose investigative skills are unsurpassed by
anyone I know or have known.”
THE

BOMB

DESCRIPTION

The above certainly does not present as anything
that will discount his presentation of the bomb, its
mechanismoritspossibilities-however,
theverywriteup presents such contradictions as to render a reader
unable to know what the heck is afoot. Is the concept
correct? Who knows?
Note the following statements and see what you can
decipher. And recognize that actually Mr. Gunderson
is not responsible for more than one of the inputs, we
suppose, but caunot have insightfromthis documen tinhand
[QUOTING:]
. . ..At 9:04 am Central time, a bomb ripped through the Federal building
in Oklahoma City. Also at 9: 14 am Central time a
second bomb ripped through the same building. A third
bomb which would have leveled the building was to go
off also, but did not, was found and removed... [END
OF QUOTING]
This led into the document letter from Mr.
Gunderson from which we find the following:
[QUOTING:] . ..There follows a copy of a seismograph from the University of Oklahoma Geological
Dept., Norman, Oklahoma. . . ..there were two surface
waves, one at 9:02 am and 13 seconds and the other at
9:02 am and 23 seconds on April 19,1995 (Ten seconds
apart). He stated this chart indicates two detonations...
[END OF QUOTING]
Fine, with one exception-in
an abstract also presented by Mr. Gunderson comes the following:
[QUOTING:] . ..Basically. the explosives (sic) itself is Ammonium Nitrate, however, the Ammonium
Nitrate is detonated 10 to 15 milliseconds later in a
secondary and more powerlul blast... @ND OF QUOTING]
These are
Does it
not become obvious why people toss aside the information? Each statement may well be a simple misspeak or
typographical error-but
the combined result is mas-
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JUNE 27, 1995
rear tires shot out and which never went, at most, over
I 45 mph. This filled ALL the news and nothing else
of
escaped into the news during this CHASE. We will
leave the chase for it was so absurd as to simply give all
J/30/95 CONTACT because
viewers a guided million-dollar (literally) tour around all
and
parts of the Marina, high rent district, downtown, Beverly
Hills and all points (two or three times) in between.
on
It is the description of the truck and wheels which
was so impressive as regards the TV announcing personnel. A report from an eyewitness stated that the
a
and
truck was “... a dually” (pronounced “dooly” ]I guess])
with at least one “outside” tire “gone”. Now, the
wizards are there LOOKING at the pictures and yet,
10
10
with ability to see
truck clearly-there
could be no
a
conclusion as to what a “dual axlen might be nor what
a
I am reminded of the beautiful lady on TV who could possibly be described as “an outside tire” being
handles the long evening news on a channel in Los “flat”. Well, the sparks were flying and the streets
gouged and still
joke continues, some two days
Angeles. She is a Black person with nice presentation
But oh my, a couple of later, about
foolishness. As a matter of fact- after
and seemingly “informed”.
nights ago there was an almost 3-hour
pursuit” of looking at the picture for three hours and as commena bashed up truck with one Hispanic driver aboard, two tary continued, it was decided that the “dually” meant

sive disregarding

of credibility.

a
5/30/95

CONTACT.

on p. 25
We /irrt
and

everything he brings and, balanced against the other
insider information, the truth will emerge. If his be
truth, fine; if not, you will know.

To: Rick Martin,
WHY

AF2E OTHER
GROUPS.
SUCH AS
AND MILITIAS
GETTING
FOCU SED ON
AND
NOT

Because

I was amazed and astonished when I read in your
May 30, 1995 edition, page 25, that my information
regarding the Oklahoma City bomb was erroneous,
but this is understandable as I am said to be a
“working factor of and in the ADL”, and am giving

we offer NEWS (both sides) and we

PHONE NUMBER OR ADDRESS other than the
office. No one in any business has any
business at all in any other business. We are not at
war with anything-our
purpose is to bring you the
news and tell the truth. Your enemies know the truth
and they don’t think enough people will listen to us
to make any difference at all. So, we represent “small
potatoes” BECAUSE if they take on THE COMMAND of HOSTS, they are going to get wiped away
right quickly!
Continual efforts are made to get us “set up”. So,
if we seem insulting to a given party at some time
along the way, forgive us-BUT-we
are not falling
for the bait (or the non-bait as the case may well be).
We have offered, for instance, the information
regarding the BOMB, etc., of Mr. Gunderson [see
19
5/9/95 CONTACT]-however,
it is erroneous information and it becomes reasonable as to
why it is erroneous. He was a solid and substantial
Intelligence person in the recent past. He is focused
on Satanic expression and Ritual Abuse. He is said to
be a working factor of and in the ADL and is given
wrong information as distraction.
We can offer

erroneous information
(disinformation) as a distraction.
I have been on at least 25 national and local
radio shows plus lectures, and in every instance I
have suggested to the audience that they subscribe to
CONTACT and other non-mainline
order to be properly informed as to the current
events. Do you believe I would be touting your paper
and the other publication if I was involved in the
ADL? I have been asked to be a spokesperson and on
the board of various “Patriotic” organizations.
In
each instance I have declined because I am concerned about infiltrations and disinformation. So to
put it plain and simple, I belong to no organization
other than
Former Special Agents of
FBI, nor am I affiliated or aligned with any
social or political agendas. I am strictly the “Lone
I do, however, have my own “Tonto”
Ranger”.
working with me. He is my Technologist and Intelligence Analyst and he is very competent. 1 am a
loyal patriotic American who loves his country and
I am totally dedicated to seeking the truth and
exposing corruption and Evil.

it has three axles, “two.on the back and one on the
front”. It was actually even more ridiculous than the
above for the commentators continued to say that there
were no “back rear wheels” [speaking of being “out of
balance”!]. And
this continued after the commentators were INFORMED that the police had disabled the rear right tires. Now we move on and the story
went that the “cops had shot out the back rear wheels”.
Then the CATCH came when the cops”shot out
left
rear wheels”. Facts? Oh let’s not spoil the story but let
it also be recognized that the “cop” who disabled the
truck-took
his pocket knife and punctured the outside
tire and sliced the other. This while the truck was
totally STUCK between two unmovable
ment buildings). The driver had to decrease
the vehicle to fit
tinued ramming of the buildings until the truck folded.
Now this was some kind of chase, readers. A disabled
truck running on rear hubs on one side and crushed like
an accordion with gaping wounds going for some almost 3 hours “hotly pursued” by at least 9 patrol cars at
25 miles an hour through every part of downtown Los
Angeles and suburbs, The entire city was at a dead
standstill. And the offense of
driver? He turned the
wrong way onto a one-way street without his headlights
on. The first “officer” was not a policeman, actually,
and only wanted to stop him and turn him around.
The kid (early 20s) was terrified for he had “received a piece of stolen property” before
on
“probation”. Now this child will likely spend until his
dying day in prison.

Why? Because you have to be discerning and learn
EVERYTHING you can possibly learn so YOU know
what goes on without depending on TRUTH from a
controlled (and
don’t even know it) bunch of
robotoid leaders. This lady is only on
newscast
because of regulations demanding distribution of races rather
than quality of
a
Now, who can be blamed for such garbage? The
police?
No, they did exactly the RIGHT thing by
protecting the public, blocking off streets to allow no
one to get hit or panic the driver who could, at
least,
have bashed up a whole bunch of other cars and people.
The police followed until
could safely stop the
vehicle and driver, take him into custody and safely
follow-up. Was the driver ofthe truck to “blame”. Yes,
for his actions, but terror does a lot
“reason” and with a city shut down at every street and
a dozen or so cop-cars behind you with officers with
DRAWN GUNS shooting at you every time
close-WHAT WOULD YOU DO? I have whole groups
of militia troopers in sight who plan to blow away any
enforcement people who might cross them. So the real
fiasco again boils down to media coverage and totally
absurd broadcasting.
What of
“other” channels? This is the only
news on the TV at that time of evening (Ch.9). The
others picked up the “chase” as programs could be
interrupted.
I have to again ask Mr. Gunderson why
should make “retractions” about him-when
we can’t
figure out if he speaks in milliseconds, seconds or
minutes when a bomb is not very forgiving-especially
when it BLOWS. Therefore, all of our information is
offered with “qualifications” as to accuracy-for
we
can’t always WAIT until proof is present in total
application to offer you some shred of news. Further,
we ask some forgiveness if we misspeak for certainly it
is not the intention of
to offer anything
other than truth in publication.
In this old world,
readers, THAT IS A BITTERLY HARD TASK.

No.

Do I object to people belonging to organizations?
I only object to ones
are belonging to and
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working within organizations whose sole intent is breaking down freedom into controlled slavery. When ones,
such as Masons, who recognize truth of intent of the
originally established organization such as “Freemasonry” and “Illuminati” and refuse to see and hear
truth, the refusal reflects intent and deliberate action
from that intent. Actually it is more than “that”. The
ORIGINAL establishment may well have been in honorable and good intent-only
to be usurped by the
“Usurpers” for inroads within society to gain power
It happens every day! Especially, it
and control.
happens in the so-called God-Churches where the “inmates” are dragged around by the rings in their noses
and who are willing to even PAY forthe
privilege of being spiritually raped.
I stand accused of being a boogy-man
dealing fear and.flre.
Am I? Who is a
boogy-man? I carry the lamp to LIGHT all
the dark corners; I NEVER fail to protect
both spirit and body, and I tell you who I
am and what I am about. The other comes
sneaking in the dark, bringing pain and
mysticalterror, disinformation, abductions and
FEAR while making sure the places remain in
the DARK. WHO IS THE BOOGY-MANTHE ONE WHO BRINGS LIGHT AND
TRUTH-OR THE ONE WHO COMES IN
DARKNESS AND LIES?
GOVERNMENTS
Let me ask you another “hard” one: If both facets of
government LIE to you-WHO IS THE BETTER GOVERNOR’? How do you arrive at your conclusion?
If
neither allows your input (you know: Government by
the people and for the people and of the people), again,
which is better or worse? No, don’t turn away and say,
“Oh well...” Why do you not sidestep ALL the lying
controllers-and
take your stand on the LAW OF CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY, WHICH IN ITS PURITY
STOLEN FROM THE NATIVE
CANS ANYWAY, AND BUILD? Are you only willing
to TAKE UP GUNS AND WEAPONS AND “TAKE
BACK” YOUR GARBAGE? Many might respond, and
do: “Well, it’s ‘my’ garbage!” WHY DOES ANYONE
WANT GARBAGE-SAVE THE GARBAGE COLLECTOR AND ENERGY-FROM-GARBAGE PRODUCER?
ON
IN
Plsa!)

Why don’t YOU know? I don’t know but I have a
pretty good idea. If you were guilty of setting-up
unsuspecting people when you are supposed to be the
servant (as with public officials), for sure death and
destruction and loss, would you want your employer to
know about it? I would reckon not! And, you “employers” (citizens) of those hoodwinking criminal “employees” (politicians) not only don’t do anything to the
guilty employees, but attempt to stone to death the
messengers who point out the crimes! Ponder it. I’m
sorry, readers, for the O.J. Simpson “gloves” DID NOT
FIT and the Emperor’s New Clothes ARE NOT THERE!
Until YOU face truth-there
will onlv be THE LIE
I

upon which you will surely FALL.
BEWARE

ways, corruption,-greed, lust and resulting acts of lust,
rape, pillage and plundering, disrespect for anything or
anyone-you
have trouble! YOU HAVE TROUBLE IN
A
WAY!
Do “we” have trouble? NO. We have “problems”
presented by the “troublers” and “troubled”. We also
have “SOLUTIONS” for our problems.
There is a
gargantuan difference. When the SPIRIT is centered
and Balanced there may well be continuing problems
which “trouble” the consciousness-but
the being is
not thrown into chaos by such disruptions.
For example, Dharma has problems which “trouble” but they
do not disrunt the balance of Spiritual status. This
makes the “Droblem” “objective”.
When the
problem causks perturbations to the “Spirit” it is
“trouble” but stability can be regained by KNOWING TRUTH. Does this mean that the problem
will “go away”? No, it means that in wisdom it
is known that every problem has a solution. Wise
handling of the problem offers dissolution of the
Unwise action will enhance the
“trouble”.
“trouble”.
Therefore, WISDOM becomes the
method of desired operation.
Is this always
possible7 Yes, but it is rarely ALWAYS presented as the chosen “possibility”. No man has a
“corner on the market” of unwise decisions. There
is, however, a WONDERFUL SET OF GUIDELINES which, if always utilized in every action
and decision, will merit WISE DECISIONS AND
SOLUTIONS.
the time of the “trouble” it is usually
not immediately recognized
. --- by the- individual as_.-only a
“problem”, Dharma included.
Recognize which is
assaulting and RESPOND carefully. Do not REACT
wildly. The resolution will always come through wisdom in response to a problem presented. Trouble will
simply be enhanced by the REACTIONS in ignorance
of ego tantrums and demands.
Am I some kind of nutty expert on Spiritual and
emotional “stuM”, i.e., “problem” vs “trouble”?? No, I
am an “authority” on the subject through learning and
experience by gaining WISDOM through both. JUST
LIKE YOU! I learned but perhaps you have yet to
learn? I know who I AM; who might you be? If you
begin your response to this last question with “I think.. .”
then you have “trouble” or at the very least-a “problem”. If I “know” and you only “think” then, by
universal law,
have all
cards
-

_

_-._

--

Be wary of the ending of the Simpson trial-for
that is when the massive riots are set to begin! The
Mishpucka does its work WELL. This is also why such
an institution as the biggest hospital in the nationWILL BE CLOSED IF NOT STOPPED-so
that the
people of Los Angeles are HELPLESS DURING THE
UPCOMING CHAOS OF RIOTS AND QUAKES.
Am “I” out of my mind? No, but you may well be
out of yours if you keep dancing to the “goody two
shoes” and twirling about in deceptive circles like
Pollyana in the Witch’s star. Hocus-Pocus will continue the chaos-only
Focus-Truthus will bring order
and, eventually, “Balance”.
How does the “jury” feel about O.J. Simpson? Who
knows? I can tell you this, however: if the case was.
about attorneys and judges as in all the attorneys involved along with Judge Ito-the jury would release
O.J. and hang the rest. This case has allowed a system
that had occasional redeeming justice in isolated “spots”
UPCOMING
EARTHOUAKE
DANGERS
to be totally and irreversibly destroyed in the
of the
How stable is San Francisco, as another example? entire WORLD. Mankind no longer can turn for justice
stuNot very! The most needed one institution in Earth- to the LAW set forth to protect him. The outcome of
quakes is a hospital! You have five major hospitals in this trial by media and corruption matters NOT-for
San Francisco BUILT ON TOP OF THE HAYWARD the controllers have it “structured” that either way it
That fault runs right through the major goes-there
WILL be insanity abounding, correlated
FAULT!
STADIUM, as well, and ‘moves offshore under the with other happenings as in a carefully choreographed
I certainly am not here for your “religious” exerCIVIL DEFENSE HEADQUARTERS. Could it be that soap opera. Worse, most of you will not even realizeyou have been royally screwed.
somehow the real-estate brokers had a reason that the EVER-that
cises, friends; I am here with facts as they ARE. I don’t
LAND WAS REASONABLY PRICED AND THE CITY
deal in wishes and druthers-I
DEAL IN REALITY“GOVERNORS” TOOK THE LOW BID? Ah, are we
not within YOUR ILLUSIONS AND DELUSIONS. IF
TASK
OF BRINGING
TRUTH
YOU DON’T LIKE THIS FACT, THEN I MOST CERbeginning to have a candle flicker?
How about Los Angeles? The new subway RUNS
Does it matter to me? Yes, but not terribly, for your TAINLY SUGGEST YOU LOOK AROUND YOU AND
If “I” am
RIGHT WITHIN THE WORST UNDERCITY FAULT choices are yours -my task of truth-bringing is not THEN VERY CAREFULLY
ON THE COAST.
No, not the San Andreas-the
changed by YOUR choice. I am not at WAR with somehow a threat to you-perhaps
you had better ask
mission is to offer a hand as “why?“. If I but represent one more 68,000 year old
Elysian Park Fault-which
is expected to rupture at anyone over anything.
somewhere around a “10” or more on the Richter requested and the truth-no more and no less. Interfer- space cadet-why would that concern you? Why would
scale-ANY
MINUTE!
ence is not acceptable-intervention
is carefully stud- my message concern you? Why? BECAUSE I AM
How about moving to the East’? OK-what about ied at all times. Are there “star wars?” No, no more, NOT! AND MOREOVER: YOU
I don’t need to hang around and dwell on the
and totally stupid.
that New Madrid Fault? Good brethren-it
has already that is, than on your “star”-isolated
changed the entire river course of the mighty Missis- But, you are correct, as with “your” garbage, it is “your “shortness” of “time”. We can speak of events and
sippi River and wiped out entire towns. IT WILL stupid” so you have a right to hold it and fight for it if sequence of events-but
“time” actually has no meanHAPPEN AGAIN-WORSE
AND BIGGER!
you so choose. I find stupid garbage to be the major ing at all. You have all the time in the universeBack to the West: There are a couple of nice lakes polluting factor on your globe.
infinite eternity. The point is: WHERE WILL YOU
“made” RIGHT ON THE SAN ANDREAS Fault which are
When global society is reduced to robotic control by EXPRESS THAT ETERNITY? HUMMM-HUMMNN!
Salu, have a “hard” day. The “nice day” routine is
great
and fishing. These are RIGHT ON THE slap-stick stupid actions, violence, terror, fear, disease,
whichis readytoproducetheBig Oneatany minute! war, blood, immorality, ( deviance in all manners of a Khazarian phrase meaning “sleep well”.
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To:
212-664-3330 FAX
Attn: Jane Pauley
Re: Segment on Conspiracies,
City Bombing
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i.e., Oklahoma

You really outdid yourself this time. You said
“millions of people” believe the conspiracies the segment talked about, and yet you still made fun of them!
Those “millions” happen to belong to a network that is
snowballing at such a rapid rate, it’s about to replace
yours and, hopefully, sooner than you think. Very soon
TV networks won’t be needed. They’re already not
trusted by enough people who will surely educate those
who don’t know better. Those millions also happen to
be true Americans you didn’t want to believe existed.
But they do exist and they’re out seeking the truth like
never before. They’re investigating, faxing, printing,
talking and learning all because you and your obvious
lies have made them aware that something’s wrong.
With or without you, the truth about this Oklahoma
City bombing will come out, and you’re going to look
much worse than foolish-but
downright rotten after
the next few days when our “miIlions” get on radio and
fax networks; when the truth comes out that all your job
actually consists of is interviewing and investigating
people only to gather the truth for your higher-ups, only
pretending to bring the news to the people by saying
just enough to get by. You’ve never gotten yourselves
in so deep before. This time we who network together
know who you interviewed and how long it took-how
much of it was made “light of’ and how many minutes
of it ended up on TV that amounted to anything much.
However, we do have to thank you for alerting the rest
of the people that there are quite a number of us who
know something’s wrong with the Oklahoma event.
And we thank you even more because you’ve actually
proven to us this time that the main truth lies on your
cutting room floor! Last week’s “Panic” letter-in
the
fax box all week for millions of people around the world
to retrieve-alerted
the fax network that Ken Vardon
was interviewed and we’d have to wait to see if his
interview was going to be aired out of context or cut to
a one-liner.
You got many more listeners this week
because the networks were told
was doing
interviews on some of our “friends”. Nobody will have
to let them know they don’t have to watch you anymore.
You alerted them-not
only about the “millions” who
know something’s wrong in the Oklahoma story, but
for the WAY you did it, letting them see for themselves
how you treated this very serious problem with your
usual discrediting remarks in several instances. What
you didn’t realize is that these people are watching for
that now. As soon as you belittle someone, they know
there’s a story there. You VERY carefully selected the
two lines Ken is known for saying, one of which is, “We
can’t trust the media.” That wasn’t being clever on
your part-it
was about the only thing you could print
about him to save both your faces.
Until now, all those “millions” have only supposed
what you do is cut out the best and play the ridiculousand this time they know (or will in a few days), their
suspicions are confirmed! It seems to me you do as the
newspapers and drug-busters do-use your show as a

tool to interview those who know what’s going on
because that’s the only way your bosses could get the
info they need to find out where the leaks are. So you
keep playing your little game of feeding the people with
tidbits of nonsense information, while the truth on the
cutting-room floors gets traded for your paycheck. And
then you make millions on your 900-line questioning
the people to gather more info-using
the people and
making
money off their answers-surveys
whose
results I’d never believe-surveys
as a front to find out
what’s really in the minds of the people and how much
they know. Every dog has his day! Within days the
people will be convinced of what they’ve only supposed
for a long time. Your bosses must be really worried
now. They’ll never find the leaks in this one. It’s been
the sloppiest cover-up to date, and all of America is
watching closely. All truths will come out. There are
thousands of independents out there digging up every
loose end. They’ve educated themselves and they know
what to look for. It’s a nest of snakes-and you’re one
they’ve pushed out into the public to do their dirty
work-and you deep doing it, as well as Brokaw, Rather
and the rest of the traitors in your business. At one time
people were proud to say someone in their family is in
the FBI-now they’re embarrassed and hide it. Your
job is coming to that! Where you used to strut in the
open with pride, you’ll soon have to cover your face and
run. You can make your funny little comments about
other things, but it doesn’t go over too big when it
comes to the taking of innocent lives to show a fake
example of why the government must hurry and take
the upper hand, take the guns, quickly pass new laws
taking more of our rights away every week. Don’t think
for a minute I believe that any of your people who run
your show believe much, if any, of what’s aired. The
shadow government is the villain and the people are
already becoming aware of it by the millions. They’re
also becoming aware you’re one of the villains’ main
stooges. It’s written on the wall. In America you’re
one of two things-a
patriot or a traitor. Years ago
nobody needed to talk or think about it. Today
EVERYBODY’s thinking and everybody’s labeledthere is no in-between! You’ve always known you’ve
talked out of both sides of your face. Now all of
America knows it!

automobile and motorcycle industries by accident. (They
also own the building you are in.) It was Matsushita
that sold silent propeller technologies to the Soviets.
Now we cannot find their subs. 1 have the von Trapp
documents if you want them.
2. The bombing in OK7 follows a textbook CIA
pattern. The destab
and agitate was used
against
Allende in Chile, Noriega in Panama,
Mossadegh in Iran, etc., and etc,. and etc. I know
lots of people and they all believe the US Government
did it. Why was the mother of two babies killed
told to “shut up and stop asking questions” when she
asked why 19 BATF agents did not show up for work
that day. (How about 6 kids who didn’t show up for day
care?)
3. You will look rather stupid if you continue to try
to discredit Gunderson. He is obviously in control of
his faculties and he did not get to be FBI Chief of
Station at Los Angeles by being a dumb-ass.
4. Michael Riconosciuto is a very high-ranking
CIA Officer who is a victim of CIA internal turf wars.
I am very familiar with other CIA agents like Gunther
Russbacher and Liam Atkins who also are in prison.
Don’t forget Ed Wilson, Robert Hunt, Liddy, etc. Rodney
Stich in California can supply you with a lot of data in
this area if you are interested. (510-994-1930).
5. I noticed you very cleverly flutter-fudged the
first three digits of American Patriot Fax Network
when it came on your screen.
Heaven forbid you let the American people get real
and true information outside your scum-sucking White
House-controlled propaganda bullshit disinformation
pipeline.

National Vietnam P.O. W. Strike Force
June 23, 1995
To: Jane Pauley
FAX: 212-6643330
Re: Tuesday night, June 20 segment on Conspiracies (OK City)
From: Laurie Anteau, FAX: 805-685-0484
I wasn’t at all surprised by the tone taken on this
segment. I would have preferred, however, to see the
same kind of professionalism as taken by Tom Brokaw
on the NOW program several years ago when interviewing Gerry Spence about Randy Weaver. As I’m sure you
recall, Randy’s wife and son were murdered by federal
agents in August 1992.
It is shoddy journalism at best to edit down the
interviews of Ronn Jackson, Ken Vardon and Ted
Gunderson, taking the meat out of the story and leaving
only selected bites that taste like another meal.
Your attempts to discredit and demonize those of us
who are trying to get the whole story told are transparent and almost laughable. I think and hope we can give
the American people more credit than to believe they
see the Emperor’s New Clothes.

Publisher
* *

*

Goleta, CA

June 20, 1995
Jane Pauley
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, NY 10112
(212) 664-3330 FAX
REFERENCE:
spiracies-Oklahoma

Your segment this date on conCity

1. Debra Von Trapp is a dangerous and wellconnected person. It is common knowledge that Japan’s
espionage agencies are active in large numbers all
across America. They did not consume the electronics,

GETS

-FEEDBACK

HE:
The
June 21, 1995
Dear
Congratulations!
Saw your debut on NBC last
night. What’s next, a feature-length movie?
Signed,
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Many of you have been wondering, when will I get
back to
Others of you have
quietly been thinking, when is he going to get off this
Satanism stuff?
In
I endeavored to explain,
in chronological order, exactly what has taken place
over the last number of years with respect to what we
have been doing in this valley-with
specific emphasis
on the on-going legal battle over Doris and E.J. Ekker’s
home. (After all, try to make a primary conduit of truth
homeless and you may interrupt the flow of information! At least that was the Adversary’s plan.)
Additionally, it seemed important to put into print
some wonderful early writings, from the Hosts through
Dharma, which had simply been gathering dust like so
many lost treasures. As of the last installment of the
ofCONTACT],
all of the unpublished works have now seen the light of
day. The series left off at the point when the readily
available
began to be published.
Of course, there continued to be an on-going series
of relentless attacks by various puppet-assailants with
different names. However, the question becomes: is it
helpful, now, to continue dwelling on what is past?
The original purpose of the document, to ACCURATELY outlay the chronology of those early years
here, has been fulfilled. It would be quite easy for me
to write for another 4 months just on the
series, rehashingbash after relentless bashand articulate response after articulate response by
Commander Hatonn and others. But, readers, I must
confess-at
this point the phrase comes to mind: “Let

the dead bury the dead.”
We are at a critical juncture-as
a nation, and here
at
where we reflect as “a microcosm of the
macrocosm”.
Does it truly further TRUTH to dwell
beyond a measured point on sequences which we’ve
already been through and were difficult at best. Mistakes have been made and lessons, most certainly, have
been learned. There is no need to dwell unnecessarily
on those past difficulties any further.
For those of you who enjoyed reading
I’m pleased and I thank all of you who wrote
to tell me so. There is, contained within those writings,
much TRUTH which, if studied carefully, will offer
new insights with each reading. Let’s leave it at that.
Now, to switch subjects, let’s turn to my recent
work exposing the verv real Satanic underaround linking this-nation like some perverted spider’s web. The
series called
was more
effective as an expose than I had ever hoped could be
accomplished according to the phrase: The pen is
mightier than the sword.
The follow-up series, expanding on this morbid
theme, began in last week’s (6120195) CONTACTand is
While a new series, this
called
is one that I, personally, and I know many of you
readers, if not all, find absolutely repulsive. My intent
in even writing such material was strictly educationalfor how can you understand the enemy without knowing
your enemy? By the conclusion of the first installment,
enough information had been gotten out onto the “airwaves” that the goal of this new series was, as a matter
of fact, sufficiently completed.
Moreover. we have reached a crossroads here at

is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper,
began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called

One facet of this is that our time and the
paper’s space have reached critical points of stress. So
we must ask ourselves: what is the best use of our
paper’s space and all of our time-yours
and mine?
The subject of Satanism has been written about for
years and the material is readily available in most
bookstores. I would urge all of you, particularly those
of you with children ages 1-16, to at least become
somewhat familiar with “what to look for”. It is a
dangerous world out there for the children-narticularly in light of the Satanic practices which are very
real and on-going within this country.
And this is not to permanently close the book on
Satanism as a topic for possible future discussion,
should it become necessary as a result of late-breaking
events. After all, we are a newspaper!
however, is continually in receipt of a
wide variety of documentation which has not been
published and which is p&available elsewhere. Should
those materials wait or perhaps never find their way
into printbecause we made a choice to print material
which k available if you will but look? These are
among the many conflicts and choices we are faced with
continually.
And, plainly put, the time for a change
has come.
Regular readers of
should, by now, be
accustomed to such abrupt topic changes, for they
represent, after all, growth. We here at the papermaybe ESPECIALLY at a newspaper-are
not exempt
from shifting direction, even in mid-stream.
A real
error WOULD come if we didn’t listen to that KNOWING which gently guides the ship.
It is with this in mind that I hope you understand.
Let’s just call it “going with the flow” while NOT
pushing the river.

in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the
Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the
‘s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the
motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: -Ye
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends!
Editor-In-Chief,
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Dharma, in the last installment (Part 20) of
Forces” [in
‘s CONTACT] we were speaking
of the Rothschilds. I would like to get at least one or
two writings on this subject done this week if possible.

Of
by David Emerson GuMaCr
[QUOTING,
THE

PART 21:]
ROTHSCHILDS

It all started quietly enough, on June 19, 1920,
when a radical “jewess of Russian extraction” named
founded the Communist Party in
Great Britain, as the British Section of the Third
International. Then, on August 1, a man named
the head of the Joint Provisional Committee for the
(CPGB), with some 150 delegates in attendance, mainly
from the British Socialist Party and the Socialist Labour
Party of Glasgow, officially opened for business-on
orders from Soviet Bolshevik dictator Nikolai Lenin.
Among the members of that motley crew of early Reds
was one
the “Bolshevik Consul” in
Glasgow, and
a Labour Member of
Parliament (MP). Another founder was
of the old Jewish-Sephardic banking family and partners of the British Rothschilds.
These British Communists were merely following
the lead of the Third (Communist) International, the
COMINTERN, as well as the
(formerly the Spartacus Bund), founded during early January 19 19 by
as well as
the
America, formed in Chicago
on September first of that year, out of the Left Wing of
the Socialist nartv-bv a eroun of

Jews.
Then, a decade later in 1929, with the base firmly
laid, at the sober and sublime Cambridge University, at
Trinity College, the suave Communist editor of the
one
was invited to speak
to the naturally naive and idealistic young students
there on that carefully cultivated and time-honored
campus (founded 1546). Comrade Rust was a top
representative of the then 7000-member Communist
Party of Great Britain, and he was on a far-reaching
drive among the spoiled children of the nation’s wealthy
and snobbish Elite. At this very same time, across the
Atlantic to the west, a parallel situation was also
quietly unfolding, but at Harvard University, only this
recruitment was being cleverly conducted by the radical Bolshevik and noted Jewish Fabian Socialist,
Among the large group of
young male students that Frankfurter would successfully recruit to Soviet espionage, a great many of them
Jews from wealthy homes, was a very bright Gentile
pragmatist and homosexual named Alger Hiss.
In April 1931, back in England now, an untidy
young man named
an undergraduate student whose father was a top Fabian Socialist (who had earlier been joint secretary of a British
Labour Party Delegation to Soviet Russia in 1920),
appeared at Trinity Hall. He was wearing a Red hammer and sickle badge on his lapel, and had just arrived
from studying in the chaotically-unstable
Germany,
where he had been arrested and briefly jailed at
Braunscheig Prison for participating in a Communistinspired and -directed street demonstration.
At that
time, all such demonstrations and riots, as well as
assassinations, were still being fomented by the KhazarAshkenazim Communists who controlled the 8,000,000member Communist Party of Germany (KPD) . Their
only
opposition in all of Germany was Hitler’s
growing NAZI Party-and
its almost equally ruthless
and exceedingly brutal Storm Trooper Brown Shirts
(SA), led
the scarfaced and noisome homosexual
pervert,
Founded January 5, 1919 by the Occultist
as the German Workers’ Party, this Pan-German Nationalist group would be joined that September
by Adolf Hitler, Capt. Roehm having already become a
key early member. In 1920, this Party would include
the words “National Socialist” before its name and
subsequently grow that year from 54 to 3,000 members,
mostly former patriotic officers and soldiers who had
fought in WW I. Nazism, please note, was a LEFTWING
aberration, and only “RightWing” insofar as it was
situated on the extreme Rieht Wintz of the overall

LEFTIST Socialist International political spectrum,
just as Communism is situated on the extreme LeftWing
of this admittedly complicated subversive movement.
sits somewhere in the
of this LEFTIST
spectrum.
Upon Guest’s hasty return to England, now fully
radicalized by his quiet sobering experience, he had
promptly joined the Communist Party of Great Britain
and immediately set about forming his own Red Cell
there on campus, as instructed.
Before long young
Guest was successful in recruiting a small core group of
other undergraduate students at Cambridge, one of
whom was the noted surrealist writer,
and another being
The
two others in this nest were
who had
entered Trinity in 1926 and become a top art specialist,
and
son of a distinguished Royal Navy officer and grandson of an Admiral, who had arrived at Cambridge from Eton and was
an outspoken Marxist. Both were
As we read in the extremely engrossing book,
by the noted British reporters Page,
Leitch and Knightly (1968), among the other early
Communists on that particular campus at Cambridge
were such scurvy individuals as the Fabian Socialist
and Marxist professor,
(at Pembroke
College), a man who
urged his wide-eyed young
charges to become Communists;
another
strident Marxist professor, and a crystallography scientist who during World War II was employed by Lord
Louis Montbatten as his personal scientific adviser;
and
a young homosexual Trinity historian whose father was a Cambridge.English professor
and whose mother was the daughter of the apeman,
Charles Darwin; and, the homosexual American student,
the son of a wealthy
Rothschild banker named Willard Straight, a partner of
J.P. Morgan & Company in NYC.
Also flitting gaily around campus was
‘Master of Trinity and another
strident Fabian Socialist who operated at Cambridge
from 1927 to 1940, was a member of the Order of Merit,
and one who took a very “special interest” in young and
handsome Guy Burgess. There was also the noted poet
and “Bloomsbury Apostle”,
another openlyhomosexual Marxist fellow-traveler, and the singular
who is best remembered among his fellow radicals for having always
sung the “Red Flag” Anthem of the USSR while taking
his baths in the dorm. The son of Lord Thurlow, Sir
Francis would years later become “a distinguished
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diplomat, knight, and Britain’s high commissioner to
New Zealand”. John Thurlow, you will remember, was
the head of Cromwell’s Intelligence service, as well as
a member of his Second Council in 1657.
As time passed during those halcyon days, still
other wealthy young men were stealthily drawn into the
spreading Red network which was now extending out in
all directions, like the grasping tentacles of an octopus.
There was the infamous
a despicable
Communist homosexual traitor who would very shortly
distinguish himself in the annals of Soviet espionage by
becoming a top Atomic spy for the Russians. Another
of great importance to the Reds was the Trinity Hall
Communist homosexual,
of Sir
Donald Maclean, a Socialist Cabinet Minister who had
earlier served as a Vice President of the subversive
International Peace Society during WW I, a group
supported by
(according
to Nesta H. Webster’s classic work,
work, London, 1926, Pg. 106. Interestingly,
also
find that yet another V.P. of
Red group was the
Jewish Fabian Socialist,
Please remember that name.) Young Donald Duart
Maclean, who had been born in 1913, was -an open
Communist” who played “a leading part in anti-Government marches”, and even told his mother “that
soon as he had finished with Cambridge he would be off
to Russia to help in the Revolution. ..” But instead, and
completely out of character, he suddenly and mysteriously reversed gears and announced that he “had settled
for career in the Foreign Offtce”. He had merely gone

Communist leaders...” It is of importance to note here
that, according to the record, the
in England have long been involved in Red
subversion, of one form or another.
am asked as we move
realization of
many
als are
Big
?

a

a campus recruiter for the Communist Party of Great
Britain. He had been chosen for this important work by
one
leader of the
and a recruiting officer of the Comintern’s
IN0 Bureau in England. Springhall would later become national organizer of the CPGB and, in 1948, be
convicted of Soviet espionage and sent to prison. In
1933, Philby is then known to have received his“initia1
briefing” in
subversion by the Russian Communist
agent-runners,
and
Tolokonski was at that time doubling as the
cultural and press secretary for the Soviet Embassy in
London. This also came at a time when the chief
emissary of the Soviet State Security Service in England, the man in
of such clandestine matters,
was the JewishKhazar Communist,

any

a

While being trained in Moscow for their future
assignments, Guy and Derek also visited with Comrade
Nicolai Bukharin, head of the sinister Communist International (the Cornintern) an insidious organ of the
Bolshevik Government which had been established for
the express purpose of foreign espionage, subversion,
Still other noted Cambridge Marxists of that period and world revolution. Following their return from the
so long ago include:
Kapitza, a Soviet Russian “Worker’s Paradise”, the two junior Lenins were
Communist physicist who had been on that campus strangely less vociferous about their Communist Party
since 1924 as assistant director of Cavendish Laborato- membership. In fact, Burgess soon openly “resigned”
ries, going on to become a member of the
from the CPGB, as had Donald Maclean by then,
recipient of
Orders of Lenin went
that is, he became crypto-Red
from that point on. Meanwhile, their fellow rapscaland the Order of Red Banner Labor (USSR);
a prominent Fabian Socialist who some lion Anthony Blunt would soon be seen and photothirty years later became a leading professor of Politi- graphed cavorting around a Soviet steamship
cal Science at the London School of Economics:
no doubt entertaining the Russian sailors with poetic
a homosexual Communist who had been recitations.
talent “spotted” by Burgess and Maclean for important
Party work;
Klugmaa, a Jewish Stalinist and
ROTHSCHILD
PHILBY
hard-core Communist Party recruiter on campus who
In the
of all this mincing menagerie of
would go on to become a senior official in the CPGB
and subsequently
Marxist revolutionaries we find the equally radical and
serve the Soviets for fully forty years;
chic, .Victor Rothschild, but somewhat less obvious
Heir to a multi-billion-dollar
a Jewish homosexual Communist and member than all the others.
of the Trinity Apostles who, as the son of lawyer Arthur fortune, Victor would also be a close friend of a young
Cohen (“first man of Jewish faith to graduate at Cam- man named
the son of the
bridge”), would years later become a senior British famous but eccentric Harry St. John Bridger Philby, a
diplomat; and,
a fervent homosexual British explorer of Arabia and author of several books,
Communist and an Apostle friend of Burgess and including
Another pervert
Maclean, who soon became another crypto-Soviet espi- Communist, Kim would years later go on to become one
onage agent and took a job as a Defense scientist in the of the most notorious of UN Soviet espionage agents
Admiralty.
Described many years later by a senior ever to be uncovered as having betrayed England, the
officer of the British Security Service (Peter Wright) as land of his birth.
“tall and thin, with a pinched, goatlike face and a
revealed by the former British Intelligence agent
strange affected tiptoed walk”, Watson was “the high E.H. Cookridge, in his exceptional 1968 book,
priest” of Marxist theory among the Apostles and had
Man:
“The rapidly
been the
of the highly-effeminate Anthony Blunt. spreading Communist ‘cell’ at Cambridge centered on
Indeed, the Red infection was so severe on campus Trinity, the largest college of the university. Trinity
that during December 1933, Julian Bell had written in had the largest number of vociferous Communists, not
the Leftist
that: “In the Cambridge that only among undergraduates but among the senior memI first knew, in 1929 and 1930, the central subject of bers as well.” While studying at Trinity during the
ordinary intelligent conversation was
By the early Thirties, we read, Philby was “a close friend” of
end of 1933 we have arrived at a situation in which not only the openly libidinous Guy Burgess and Michael
almost the only subject of discussion is contemporary
Whitney Straight ‘(brother of the future head of British
politics, and in which
of the Overseas Air Carriers and deputy chairman of Rolls
Royce),
of
And of this group of Red
WW
“hard-liners” one of the most noticeable was the exu- II. w Mr. Cookridge further revealed that Derek Blaikie,
berant pervert, Guy Burgess, who in 193.4 “visited (mentioned above) was quite prominent in the Communist University Club at Oxford (but oddly enough never
Russia at the end of his fourth year in Cambridge.,.
accompanied by
Communist [and fellow homo], again mentions Blaikie’s role as a Comintern agent,
son of Nancy Astor, nor
any
authors on this subject).
succeeded in arranging some letters of introduction to
Kim Philby, we learn, had been selected in 1932

That Autumn, Philby departed for Austria where
the Communist underground movement was making
great strides and also becoming extremely powerful.
While involving himself in such intrigue in Vienna,
Philby would in 1934 become fully recruited as an
espionage agent for Soviet Intelligence by one
a Cornintern agent who himself had earlier
been recruited by the Soviets at Cambridge.
In the
meantime, Kim Philby had found lodgings there in that
hauntingly beautiful old city on the Danube with a
radical Polish Jew named
Kohlman, only to find
that the man had an attractive and vivacious young
daughter named Litzi. An active member of the Communist Party herself, Litzi, it seems, had really been
around. She had formerly been an activist in the radical
Zionist front organization,
a subversive
group which had actually been founded by her exhusband
fellow Jew, Karl Friedman (who would
later settle in Palestine).
next been recruited into the Communist Party there
in Austria by a misshapen little Khazar degenerate
named
a man described as a hunchback
with &a thin, ugly face... a real
a tough,
ruthless and professional operator”.
[END QUOTING OF PART 2 l]
We are not through with Philby but we do need a
break so I will take the opportunity to remind you that
your “Women’s Movements” are ALL Zionist Front
Organizations -ALL run and controlled by Jews. I’m
sorry, ladies, I didn’t work the script or write it-this
just happens to be “what IS”. Moreover, you will find
that the actual original Ku Klux Klan AND THE
SUPREMIST ORGANIZATIONS are also run by the
same group of organized Khazarians. Remember, this
“movement” of New World Order has nothing to do
with Race or Color!
Salu.
[QUOTING,

PART 22:]
ROTHSCHILDS

LITZI

KOHLMAN
FRIEDMAN
KIM PHILBY

Years later, in 1945, Comrade Peter would rise in
power to become head of the dreaded Hungarian Secret
Police- “the [Lavrenti] Beria of Hungary--having
gained “a notorious reputation for his brutal treatment
of Monarchists and dissident Communists.” He was
merely following in the blood-soaked footsteps of an
earlier Jewish Communist madman, the infamous Bela
Kun, who back in 19 19 had taken over the Government
of Hungary, set up a dictatorship of the proletariat, and
slaughtered countless Christians, turning that hapless
Central European land into an
of death and
destruction, as had his fellow Tribesmen in Christian
Russia, where the blood of
is
to have run
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ing to the Jewish Masonic writer, Heise, Bela Kun was
to French Premier human history), the 1% of the world’s population
another top “Enlightened Knower of Freemasonry”.
M. Daladier, spent a delightful evening in Paris a few with this disgusting affliction has had to function in a
years later with Burgess and two other members of the secretive and bizarre underworld of their own, thus
and
within the
French Cabinet, “at a male brothel”, where “Singing making them, in effect,
and laughing, they had danced around a table, lashing countries in which they reside. As such, many of these
a naked boy, who was strapped to it, with leather people are, by their very nature,
whatever they or their supporters may say to the
whips.”
Michael Whitney Straight,
contrary.
1983.);
who became a “distinguished
At Cambridge University, at Trinity College where
Professor of Literature at Oxford University;
who would a few years later “set out for Mos- Rothschild, Burgess, Philby, Maclean and all their ilk
cow” with Burgess, only to be “ordered to return to were brainwashed in Marxist newthink by their Red
London”; and,
a Jewish Fabian Socialist professors (just as was going on at Harvard and Yale
and outrageous Communist pervert of the most de- Universities during this same period), there was (and
an exclusive club for the pampered sons of the
mented sort, he was also a “close friend” of outspoken still
Its
a
Red Jew,
the General Secretary of the English Elite known as
Communist Party of Great Britain (a traitor
would membership, according to all accounts, was first and
in 1943 be tried and convicted of espionage for the foremost Homosexual, Marxist and Communist, and
by those wizened Dons who held
USSR). Driberg would go on to work in the sensitive was openly
man
post for the British Security Service (MI-5), then be- dominion over Cambridge. While the “spiritual home”
a
come a member of Parliament (MP), and finally the of the Apostles was located at nearby King’s College,
in the Labour Party-all the while, betraying on the same campus, it was “an exclusive and bizarre mixture
its
his country to the enemy. Yet, this vile Kededchim was of dining club and secret society”, which actually
never prosecuted nor punished.
membership between King’s and Trinity.
In Michael Straight’s 1983 book,
By now you will have most certainly noticed a
recurring theme running ad
through this nar- lence (W. W. Norton & Company, New York & London,
“assumed
rative, like a bad case of syphilis, that of rampant Pg. 92), we find a startling admission. This long-time
homosexuality. And it’s not by accident, for it can’t be Soviet espionage agent and American traitor, in a
helped. It is endemic to England, where it has recently feeble attempt to clean his own skirts, tells us in his
transparent apologia: “One day in the Autumn of 1936,
been estimated that
every four men
Furthermore, any truly in-depth in- David Champernowne came to see me. He was, he said,
vestigation into Soviet Communist espionage against the last of the students who had been enrolled in a secret
the West will invariably uncover many such sordid society; one called the Cambridge Conversazione Socireferences to this sick and abhorrent aberration. Sim- ety, whose members were known as the Apostles. The
ply because it is a
that a great number of those society, David said, had been founded early in the
either recruited or
into working for the nineteenth century. Its members had included most of
In the interim, Litzi would leave Vienna with Kim Soviets over the past 77 years, whether for the the university’s great men....1 asked if I may be told the
Philby, as his first wife, and return to England where Cornintern, the NKVD/KGB or the GRU Military intel- names of some of the members of the society. David
the two Red spies would soon bury themselves in deep- ligence apparatus, have been either homosexuals, bi- pledged me to secrecy, then told me that [John Maynard]
Dennis
cover espionage work, and treachery, for their Soviet. sexuals or pederasts. Incredibly, this seems to be their Keynes was its most influential member.
masters at Moscow Centre. Elsewhere in England, as sport of preference, repugnant as it is to all decent and Robertson was a member; so were Sheppard, the prowe read in
Philby’s good friend
vost of Kings; G.M. Trevelyan, the historian; the novhuman beings.
Guy Burgess was seeking a little help from
While it is true that
ofthese degenerate sickos elist, E.M. Forster; and the philosopher, G.E. Moore.
“One of them, who came to his assistance, was Mrs. have been caught in a carefully-arranged
Soviet Some of
friends were members, David added:
Charles Rothschild, mother of his Trinity friend, Vic- “honeytrap”, and blackmailed into submission, that
for example, and
and
tor (now Lord). Invited to dine at Tring, the palatial has not always been the case, as this brief outline of the
We met in Keynes’s rooms.
Rothschild estate, Burgess talked at length about inter- subject will hopefully convey. Since homosexuality in
national affairs and convinced Mrs. Rothschild, who itself has always been looked down upon, and
I
like lesser mortals had seen her investments diminish
by Society at large (until fairly recently in held up my right hand and repeated a fearful oath,
since 1931 [Sure!], that he, not some conventional
[Jewish Khazar] figures in
was the man to
keep her abreast of the latest developments in world
economics.
She had been impressed by an earlier
meeting with Burgess, then an undergraduate, who had
correctly forecast that
were on the way up.
Burgess left Tring with an undemanding and useful
source of income. He had been given a list of Mrs.
Rothschild’s impressive stock holdings; each month he
was to send her a report commenting on them in the
light of current developments and, in return, would be
paid a retainer of 100 Pounds a month...”
As it turns out (Surprise, Surprise), it was Victor
Rothschild who, out of the goodness of his Red heart,
CLINTON/YELTSIN
had
his close pervert Communist friend
to become a part-time secretary to his dear mother-

Guy Francis de Money Burgess had a great many
homosexual Marxist friends during the Thirties and
thereafter, as did of course Victor Rothschild, according to the published record. Among the more wellknown were:
a distinguished Cambridge historian and author who, on October 1, 1936,
secured an important job for his young protege, Burgess, at the British Broadcasting System (BBC);
who became a high-level duty officer in the War
Office a few years later, at Whitehall, and allowed
Burgess to see (and presumably photograph) top secret
papers that would aid the Russians; M.

Mr. Yeltsin, at the G-7 (and Russia’s Yeltsin makes “8”) said that the meeting was well
worth attending while all the internal trouble was unfolding “at home”. Certainly it indeed
was. He, shudder now, stated that he and his “friend Bill (as in Clinton)
He further stated that “like in America” the cause of “Domestic
Terrorists” (Patriots) would be put down at all costs.
Have you taken note of all the involved (Bosnia, etc.) white U.N.-marked equipment?
Guess where those tanks and vehicles get their new white paint job? Right over in the U.S.A,
in places like China Lake and other military and SECRET bases!
There are at least 18 levels of tunneling UNDER what was the Oklahoma City Federal
demolished building-and
the place was filled with all sorts of such equipment and heavily
packed with arms and armament [see p. 4 ollast
CONTACT]. Have you “heard” the
taped happening of that blast from the meeting in progress across the street which was being
audiotaped? Well, hear it because you can distinguish at least four separate explosions.
This is your life, America.
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praying that my soul would writhe in unendurable pain
for the rest of eternity if I so much as breathed a word
about the society to anyone who was not a member.”
Straight goes on to inform us that Keynes, Moore,
Lytton, Strachey, Leonard Woolf and Clive Bell were
“undergraduate members of the society in 1902”, a fact
that will take on more importance a little bit further
along in this narrative.
[END QUOTING OF PART 221
This is a good place to break the writing for we can
take up with
in the next presentation.
We are so greatly indebted to David Emerson
GuMadr for this tremendously tedious task of compiling this massive mountain of data and information into
a succinct compilation of historical background and
facts which bring US to TODAY. May we please do
justice to the research and work presented here and may
Man come to appreciate the gift offered. There are a
few GREAT MEN who have seen and recognized the
ENEMY-will
you come to be AMONG THEM?

[QUOTING,
ROTHSCHILDS)]

PART

23:(Continuation

of

The Apostles, we learn from other sources, had
indeed been founded in the early 18OOs, and its two
most distinguished early members had been Lord Alfred
Tennyson and Arthur Henry Hallam. Apparently lovers, Tennyson wrote
as an elegy to his
close poet friend, who died in 1833. The high-born and
wealthy young members of the Apostles all regarded
themselves as ua kind of intellectual super tlite...”
Another ofits earlier members wasone
(1804-1865), who became the so-called “Apostle of
Free Trade” (Free, of course, meaning Slave), an arrogant British diplomat and conspirator who was, with
his equally devious cohorts, directly involved in the
British East India Company, which was the originator
of wholesale drug-running, money-laundering,
slavelabor sweat-shops, and the manipulating of foreign
countries and their unsuspecting governments.
This
homosexual Apostle was also the founder of the subversive, London-based
in 1865, which soon
established a subservient American affiliate front known
as the
many members of which were (and
have been) high ranking U.S. Government officials. It
was formed just shortly after the Rothschilds had sueceeded in
their greatest impediment to “Free
Trade” in America, President Abraham Lincoln.
Perhaps equally as telling, The Apostles Society
to have been the British counterpart to the
equally secretive and odious
Sotonic cult, founded in 1832 by William Huntington
and Alphonso Taft, and headquartered in the
black-shrouded basement of a building on the campus
of
at Hartford, Connecticut.
The
Society was incorporated as the
in
Russell, who graduated from Yale the following
year and went on to become a General in the Union
Army,
(1639-1683), who had joined the
British Opposition assassination conspiracy during the
reign of King Charles II (and was executed for supposed complicity in the Rye House Plot).
New

Having studied in Germany during 1831-32,
and become a devoted of the Hegelian Theory, which
developed into Marxian dialectical materialism, Russell brought back a charter to establish an American
chapter of a German secret society, which he helped
form at Yale. It is believed that this secret German
Order may well have been
a
homosexual Illuminati front founded in 1829 by the
ravening Khazar Jew,

THE

On our side of the Atlantic again, this powerful
homosexual network then ties in directly with The
Homosexual International’s American branch organization,
another group of oversexed lunatics, formed at San Francisco in 1950. The
Mattachines, a semi-secret Cabal which derives its odd
name from the Italian word,
meaning both
“a jester” and a “gay ball”, were for many years led by
Three top
the Jewish President of its
American leaders of this League were Horace Greeley, Washington, D.C. chapter, whose brother,
Charles Dana and Clinton Roosvelt, all of New York is now Chairman of the
City. While Dana would later serve in the Lincoln
The Mattachine’s Number Two
Administration and be one of the conspirators in his man for quite a while, by the way, was one
assassination, Roosevelt was a Dutch-Jewish ancestor
of FDR, another noted Freemason. This Manifesto was ington University, a fellow Tribesman of course. Back
issued to the world on February 6, 1848, the 100th in 1962, when being questioned by a Committee of
Anniversary of the birth of the vile founder of the Order Congress on the disturbing subject of Perverts in Power,
of the Illuminati,
the professor of Dr. Kameny reluctantly admitted that there were then
canon law at Ingolstadt University in Bavaria. Accord- some 250.000 of their members operating throughout
ing to the historical account, General Russell’s ship- the U.S. Government ljust like in England], many of
ping firm on the East Coast later dominated the
whom furthermore had Top Secret security clearances.
can
of Great Britain’s
with China as He even inferred that they had a pervert chapter in the
well. And as an added footnote to history, the
Pentagon!
of Yale University,
(1649-1721), a Boston
merchant who chartered this school in 1701, was a wily
entrepreneur who
fortune by also working as
an underling in America for the opium-smuggling
And all the above is just for
This decidBritish East India Company. (By the way, the Boston edly perverse problem is normally very well hidden
Tea Party of 1773 was
a revolt by the Colonists from public view, and
for it is exover the
“tea”
being dumped in America tremely well financed and protected
by the Britishl)
as
The Apostles Society, having apparently also been
a
great
created in the year 1830, may therefore be
chapter of this secret German Order, and thus another
front of the Bavarian Illuminati, since the
is also head of
that has always held these oddball types of conspiratoand Soviet-accommodating,
internarial organizations together
(1830 was the very year that Adam Weishaupt
tionalist firm of Kissinger Inc., and has long been a
regular attendee at the infamous
Coincidence?)
Continuing on now with this admittedly distasteful located just north of San Francisco on the Russian
homosexual
of like-Minded front groups, it River; a private and heavily-guarded retreat for homoalso appears that the Apostles are the Britishaffiliate of sexual and bi-sexual Government, Military, Media and
something spoken of only in low whispers as
Entertainment bigwigs. Formed in 1878, the Bohebased at Amsterdam, Hol- mian Grove also reputedly has ties to not only the firs2
land, an extremely secret and exceptionally old and
o/sutun in San Francisco, formed in 1966 by
dangerous enterprise that has been in existence for
but to the equally-chilling
many centuries, although none of its members will say
created by Pentagon officer, Col.
a top honcho in the Defense Intellilong. One of
and
gence Agency. It’s a real can of worms, to say the least.
The Mattachine Society, which of course is also
based in the Dutch Reformed Church
(Yes, you read it right), which is then connected to the connected to the Bohemian Grove, then has a sub-group
obscene sodomites whose main interest is the
in Utrecht. All three of of
these deviant organizations then have links to the recruitment
for their perverted desires.
(PIE), headquar- They call themselves the North
tered inLondon, which in turn is closely affiliated with
(NAMBLA), and were founded at
also Philadelphia in 1978 by Thomas Reeves and David
in London. The highly-influential Tavistock Institute Thorstad, the latter, a member of the Trotskyite-Com(SWP). Both of
is a lineal descendant of the Wellington House psycho- munist
logical warfare unit of World War I, which published these mincing oddities were members of the
the book
the 1928 classic work on the
itself formed in 1957, at
Russell was not only a prominent Fabian
brainwashing of the masses, and during World War II London.
its
worked diligently Socialist and a Marxist admirer of Lenin,
on profiling the American people for their future
NAMBLA, we find, is also conand
on,
(incredible as it netted to the equally anal retentive,
sounds), using the debilitating 12-Atonal System of ety, based in Southern California (whose motto is: “Sex
music to destroy the morals of our youth. At the helm
8,
of this monstrous Tavistock conspiracy, which is di- Zygmund Dobbs, 1962.); the
rectly linked to-both the British Secret Intelligence
of San Diego, founded by Lady Valida Davila;
Service and the Milner Round Table Group (Society of and the
the Elect), we find a sterling individual by the name of a radical homosexual “blood terrorist” group ofwackos with
direct ties back to the Tavistock Institute in London.
who in turn is directly linked to
DARK
WORLD?
the subversive
an international drug ring controlled by the Canadian
It’s a very DARK world out there, my friends, and
multi-millionaire,
another top operawe’re still not at the end of this slippery string of sick0
tive of British Intelligehce. B& wait, there’s more.
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front groups. The Mattachines are also closely afftliated with the mysterious and little-known
in Montreal, Canada, a homosexual hideaway for
wealthy Canadian Government and Military offtcials,
and other VIPs of their disgraceful sexual persuasion.
As we read in
by Commander
William Guy Carr (circa 1955), the
of this
Glass Club had been set up in
1914, at the very
beginning of WW I, in
by a powerful group of
wealthy and shadowy Zionist Jewish bankers- for the
express purpose of what the French call
the
subtle blackmailing of British Government and Military officials, by observing and recording their sexual
excesses, and deviancies, in a special “Black Book”.
I
that anything
Many of the members of The Apostles Society, such
as the homosexual poet Julian Bell, Guy Burgess and
Victor Rothschild, were also affiliated with yet another
circle of Marxist perverts known as The
Its name was derived from the Central London
district, around Bloomsbury Square, where its jaded
members met and had their wild opium and deviant sex
orgies, from 1904 to 1940. Ostensibly a social and
literary alliance, it was in actuality a de facto Red Cell
of British Fabian Socialists and other such avant guard
miscreants. This amazing collection of effete antisocial snobs and intellectual misfits was headed for the
totality of its existence by the scandalous homosexual
pederast,
(1st Baron of Tilton),
an ardent admirer of V.I. “Nicolai” Lenin, who in fact
had even designed the new Bolshevik
that
Lenin used after 1918. Interestingly enough,
was born in 1883, the same year that Karl Marx died in
London and was buried by his followers in Highgate
Cemetery (Marx had
there in London since 1849).
Keynes was characterized by one of his many male
sweethearts,
as
Liberal and a
sodomite, an atheist and a statistician”. Not only was
Keynes’ favorite song,
the Anthem of the
Bolsheviks,
01 fitrlr
He is known to have
ranged throughout England and the Mediterranean “in
search of boys for himself and his fellow Socialists”.
In the Spring of 1907, five years after having
graduated from Cambridge (and still members of The
Apostles Society), John Maynard Keynes and Lytton
Strachey had played a part in an important Red conference held inLondon, which was tinancedbythe wealthy
Jewish-American soap manufacturer,
Fels
was head of the huge Fels Naptha Company and a
member of the Fabian Society. Held in the Hall of a
Christian Church (as good
this was a top secret
conference of key Communist revolutionaries,
some
3 12 delegates who met and debated strategy from May
13 to June 1. In attendance at this London Congress of
the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party were Nicolai
Lenin, Leon Trotsky and Joseph Stalin, and their presence at this meeting
On February 22, 1918, Keynes
proudly boasted of “being a Bolshevik”, yet the British
Government sent him to the Versailles Peace Talks
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(Paris Peace Conference) in 19 19 as their representative
of the Treasury.
That same year, he authored
a blatant propaganda thinkpiece loudly acclaimed by Lenin. Keynes
subsequentlywentontobemmethefatheroftoday’sKeynesian
Economics, as practiced in England and America.
Some of the other key members of this odd assortment of pedophiles, sodomites, transvestites, lesbians
and sado-masochists, were:
a noted
Fabian writer and educator, as well as drug addict, who
“was responsible for writing books that undermined the
Christian ethic of the Nineteenth Century and set the
tone for the pornographic and depraved literature of
today” (he was also a member of the Satanic Order of
the Golden Dawn organization) and, according to the
once stated for publication:
Leonard
the Fabian author of
the
document that was used as an early blueprint for the
League of Nations (19 19) and for World Government,
he would also go on to outline the structure of the
United Nations (as called for by Joseph Stalin);
ginia
the well-known Lesbian author and wife
of Leonard;
the Scottish painter and
Fabian lover of Keynes for many years;
a Lesbian accomplice of Keynes and
Strachey;
homosexual author of A
and
another Cambridge graduate and poet; and,
a founder of the Fabian Socialist So&
ety (in 1884) and author of the massive erotic work,
This last drug addict
and pervert (known now as “the father of social psychology”) is well-known also for having driven his
young wife into Lesbianism, causing her to go insane,
but not before she denounced him as “a sexual monster”. There were, of course, many other such memhers, but I believe you get the picture.
As outlined in detail by Zygmund Dobbs in his
1962 book,
these bloomsberries
had their origin in the much earlier
cialist
formed in 1888 by the daughter of Karl
Marx, Eleanor, and her common-law husband
The good doctor was noteworthy for
being the first offtcial translator of Marx’s
into English.
Marx’s alter ego,
lived nearby in the wealthy Regent’s Park area, closely
supervising
the organization
of the original
Significantly, we find that
Bloomsferries.
Marx was a confirmed opium addict who was described
as one who was ‘unkempt, slovenly and unwashed,
possessing a body odor strong enough to be mentioned
in books about that period”. She also had at least one
sexual affair with a known Lesbian, the Leftist Jewess

who as early as 1874 set the fashion in college
circles by wearing his hair long and straggly, donning
velvet knickers, and carrying a single flower in his
hand while strolling around campus (just like our own
New Left flower children of the Sixties). As explained
by Dobbs: “Wilde entered into close collaboration with
Bernard Shaw in writing of critical reviews and gained
notoriety as a leftist with his 1891 essay ‘The Soul of
Man Under Socialism’. In 1895 the famous trial and
conviction of Oscar Wilde took place. The shocking
disclosures of Wilde’s sexual depravity,perpetratedon
resulted in his being imprisoned as a
sexual degenerate...” George Bernard Shaw, himself a
flaming pederast and cominant Fabian Socialist leader
for 40 years, helped raise
to get Wilde out of
custody. Two close associates of Shaw and Wilde for
were
and his wife Beatrice
heiress to the Canadian Grand Trunk
Railroad fortune, both leading Fabian founders and
Red theoreticians.
Years later, Lenin himself ordered
translated into Russian Webb’s propaganda publication,
As a fitting end to this mini-discourse on sexual
perversion
in Britain,
in September
1957, the
“Wolfendon Report on Homosexuality and Prostitution”, three years in the making, was published. Its
first recommendation was-“that
homosexual acts between consenting adults in private should be no longer
offense”. This trend-setting decision was to
virtually bring all previously
perverts out of
their lavender-colored closets and into the open. The
head of the Wolfendon Committee, by the way, was
Lord Hailsham,
MeGare Hogg, a prominent
British jurist and former Leader of the House of Lords.
In 1963, Prime Minister Harold MacMillan (Lord Stockton) sent the venerable Lord Hailsham to Moscm, to
negotiate a nuclear Test Ban treaty! It figures.
[END QUOTING OF PART 231
We are out of space for this portion, Readers.
Thank you for your attention and please TRY TO
UNDERSTAND rrwhyn I might not be so eager to wipe
out AIDS, the intended plague against the Gay community. The only problem, however, is it never quite
wipes out the honchos of the disease itself. So, is old
Hatonn “really” anti-Homosexual?
Yes! Why? Because “homosexual” rights and equality and all the
other touted garbage is not what it is “about”. Preference of friendships and “love” relationships actually
HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH SEXUAL BEHA
AND IT IS THE
PRACTICED BY SOCALLED “HOMOSEXUALS”
TO WHICH 1 AM
“ANTI-“. Oh indeed, everyone has his/her CHOICE
but with those choices come the consequences of those
choices. You will note, however,
do

Another notable member of this early Red group of
good
Bloomsberry ferries
buddies, YOU work it out because I am not going to
play in that game of evil and death,to body and soul.
was the infamous sexual libertine
Salu.
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a

Magic,
Black

These people however, may well be the overlords of the
physical playground but they are NOT THE OVERLORDS and certainly ARE NOT THE OVJ3ZMIND.
ally of
have had quite a lot of conversation about
I
Church and State, prayers and thus and so. The facts
ARE that you can only pretend to take God out of
as
visionary.
anything. God is Creator and you may well want to take
out your Creator but it never quite works that way.
TRUTH so that you
There is such a pull in all directions and, in
U.S.A. for instance, you are down to the very last
presentations of having any association
in
your lives. You are, by laws, removing God from your
What you have are confrontations between mighty
honor roll. When this happens, Readers, the nation is minds who each think their way is THE WAY. I
lost. Why? Because MAN is a greedy beast and without comment not on their philosophy but if it includes
goodness he is lost to the need for power, control and recognition of GOD I can assure you quickly of which
acquisition of wealth, which spirals a society into side you shall find myself. These men who recognize
downfall.
God as a Sovereign Truth will not want destruction of
nations or planets. They will strive for PEACE because
it is the “best” way to go in orderly structure. They
don’t condone crime and they would prefer to
You the Citizen may well think you have little corruption in the higher halls of government. But more
which can be done to change selves, let alone nations. than al1 these things-THEY
KNOW WHAT IS! If
However, this is not so. Check out your perceptions and YOU come before their tribunal petitioning for assisstudy your “Important” Kingpins.
tance for we-the-people in the direction of Law and
There are many powerbrokers all vying for the Order, they WILL help. You may never find the one
same Kingdumbship.
Some don’t even care to “rule”, who helps or see the assistance from source- but they
just make the rules. How do you tell the difference7
WILL help. These men are often ruthless and will
TO
simply remove beings who interfere with their plans,
structures and advancements.
They will, however,
These men/women will recognize that have a “court” for decision-making as to those “execueven though they wish to rule the world they will most tions” and “removals”. Do “I” condone this? NO, but
certainly recognize ultimate power of that which is nobody asked me what I condone or do not condone!
beyond the visible expression. They will recognize that
I do not have “say” in what transpires in the
laws must be inclusive of THAT God of Light and hierarchy and echelons of planet depopulators and soul
Goodness or insanity and total chaos will result. These transitions from physical to etheric. I believe that all
people will NOT usually recognize an individual as experiencing entities can and should be fed and given
THE Christos, only that there is and must be Christ- opportunity
express. However, 1 do not condone
ness. These people will lack much of God’s presenta- welfare wherein men are but slaves to a system set forth
tion but they will recognize God of Goodness as the for TOTAL CONTROL of those receivers’ existence.
ONLY code by which MAN can live in harmony, Some of these Committee members control the very
progress and flourish. They will ALLOW, however, energy supply, the life sources of the planet itself. The
the adversarial Parties to depopulate, manipulate and evil-doers simply “think” they control because they get
manage the masses-UNTIL
the management intrudes themselves in control of some banks and commerceon their own status and existence.
Are these people but there is always a Bigger Boy in the swimming hole.
Godly or UN-Godly?
They
Just exactly like When the destruction has gone far enough tosatisfy the
you-THEY
ARE!
“Bigger Boy”, then the confrontations and snatching
Anyone hearing Norman Mailer speaking about his will STOP. The Satanic troublemakers have great
book on Oswald lately, will, if you listen, hear him POWER, but the opposition has FAR GREATER
speak of God as a being, and state that, without honor KNOWLEDGE AND POWER-for one recognizes the
to God, a nation and people will not survive but will power in “creation” and the other simply manufactures
perish into disorder and downfall. Is Norman Mailer a weapons of death and doom. YOU-the-People stand
man? If he respects God he is certainly a somewhere in between! The masses of brain-dead have
man. He may well not LIVE within all the no recourse at all as they will be swept with the tides of
laws but that is entirely DIFFERENT in concept AND reaction to all circumstances.
definition.
We are told that he is “A-4” on the Big
By the way, when you hear someone say such as, “I
Committee! Is he? He will tell you he never heard of believe in God, I just don’t believe in Christ,” realize
such a Committee. That’s fine, we have too many self- you have one of two things: an ignorant man or a man
important people running about to confuse the play. How- who is anti-God, for you cannot separate Christ from
ever, there is great importance in the evidence presented.
God. You have been “hoodwinked” (Masonic term)
The “blue turban” of Nostradamus’ warnings is, of into forgetting that “Christ” is simply a description, a
the name of a man, “Jesus” or
course, the blue helmets of the United Nations EN- “state of being”-not
FORCERS and their Leaders. Unfortunately-THOSE
OTHERWISE. GOD CREATOR is the perfection of a
LEADERS ARE ANTI-GOD!
Now, what happens state of total Christness with TOTAL CREATIVE
when such Titans clash? WOW! Both have forces POWER IN GOODNESS (LIGHT).
which
annihilate planets. But then, so do you!

Next, to gratify the “Blacks” the term Afro-American or African-American came into political correctness. But this is even more degrading to the race in
point than anything else dumped on them as to subtle
not-and

Afro or African has NOTHING TO DO WITH
stupid

always the most “niggardly” of all
people around at
meaning of course, cheap, ignorant and
of expression,
slave trade by
Jews through
England’s Slave Trade and the East India Company
were coming
of Niger. Readers, if you DON’T
KNOW

a
off artists
There

and
THEY
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN
ELITE!
So was Tom Bradley, etc., etc., etc. “Jew” claims race,
“Jew” claims religious status, “Jew” is simply a term
set forth by the Khazarians who have no identifiable
race and chose the “religion” of the Cabalistic Talmudie Tribe of Cain when
decided it was not wise to
longer be called by their original name of “Serpent
People”. The “Snake” in the apple tree did NOT refer
to a reptile but, rather, to the “Serpent” people. Your
lackof knowledge, which was deliberately buried and is
now unlawful to publish, is killing you-of all other
races within humanity. Moreover, in ignorance YOU
GIVE AWAY YOUR RIGHT TO SOUL ETERNAL. In
other words, the INTENT IS TO CAUSE YOU TO
FORGET COMPLETELY WHAT AND WHO YOU
ARE-AND THE INFINITE LIFE OF SOUL Remember the truths presented in those cleverly-rewritten
books: THE BATTLE IN “SPACE” IS BETWEEN
GOOD AND EVIL, AND EVIL WILL DEPRIVE SOUL
OF ITS “KNOWING”. THE ULTIMATE BATTLE IS
FOR POSSESSION OF SOUL CONTROL. GOD IS
FREEDOM; EVIL IS ENSLAVEMENT.
Let us leave this now for another chapter of
GuMatr’s
document.
23,
on p. 12,
on

27, 1995
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If we allow
the enemies of freedom to overcome our gun rights
under the Second Amendment, the game will be over,
folks, except for the mopping up operation searches
worldwide, particularly in the United States, and the
searching for and murder of pockets of resistance hiding in mountains and plains.

“Members of the Council on Foreign Relations, the
Trilateral Commission, the Bilderbergers, the Club of
Rome, the Committee of 300 and the other ‘Secret
Combinations’ have made it quite clear
their writings that they intend to have a One World Government
and abolish the
and
Freon, as a valid instance, and it’s over. The enemy of have it
the
2,000. The United
you-the-people
KNOW that
overcome the States alone stands in their way. It is in this nation only
that we have a sufficient number of patriots [H: I
Constitution.
Simple and easy!

U.S.A. AND ALL POINTS EAST OR WEST, NORTH
OR SOUTH. This effectively shuts down shrimping.
Further, if boats are caught by “patrol boats and find
net-ban violators,
will receive citations to appear
in court and be ordered to leave the water with their
nets...
FREON: Remember those nice air conditioners and
refrigerators you USED to have? “Hot” Arizona is
challenging the federal statute banning the manufac50
ture and sale of Freon after December 31, 1995. YOU have been using to get around the Constitution
will be required to empty, modify equipment and re- statute enacted
Congress on October 6, 1917 [A:
Revolution.) known as knowledgeable about their nefarious and abominable
move all Freon from all systems. They LIE, readers: The year you held
Freon enhances, not destroys, the Ozone Layer. This is
This little jewel was
them competent battle, in addition to
going to reflect tens of billions of dollars out of YOUR resurrected
by Franklin Roosevelt the
the
which gives us the legal and moral
right to accomplish it. Those knowledgeable in this
POCKETS. All industries will be involved-even
your
nice movie houses and shopping stores.
nation probably do not include over 5% of the 260
But this is enough for us to win if
are going to be VERY HOT and very volatile!
The
million
seasons are all but gone, -you will note, and
may
we can possibly get even a fraction of knowledgeable
well have winter one
and frying heat the next.
patriots to unite in this effort.
just happened here-anyone
want to argue?
Bakersfield, California went from 72” day before yesterday
do
at its highest reading to 109” yesterday!
a
How do globalists come up with things like this?
And there you
it, Citizens. You have been
change but there 1s a funny thing about
Easy, they link chains and form TREATIES.
They
merely aet the U.S. Senate to ratify a treatv banning under Martial Law since 1933 and the President has
a
RIGHT to confiscate whatever he deems desirable,
including

gold,

Out intO fist

You will be “governed”
You will lose the right of
Habeas Corpus, which means citizens can be charged
with a crime and held indefinitely without bail and
without charges even being tiled against them. Both
happened during the Civil War. Ask McVeigh of
Oklahoma City infamy, if this isn’t already in force.

America; YOU WILL DESTROY AMERICA-1
“Because people
love freedom are independent
minded and often have egos they like to
massaged,
it is difficult to get them to unite.
better than I. However, You have Your language
to

now, you

a

FREEDOM

30

$35.00
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the masters he serves in the globalist network from
immediately implementing all necessary actions to establish a One World Government with its attendant
abolishment of the
are
the 200 million privately held firearms in the hands of
American citizens.
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METEMany will do nothing unless it is their idea. In
addition to our own inherent human weaknesses, the
fact that our enemies continually infiltrate our ranks
simply
with pretenders and spies to keep us confused and
“So what is this war for the planet all about? It
ineffective makes one wonder if freedom has a chance. boils down to one thing, my friends. As individuals
how will each of us perform?
How will each of us
contribute to the cause of liberty and to an increase of
above
righteousness in the Earth during our time here? When
our probation is completed in mortality we will know,
and God and angels will know, where each of us fits in
the eternal plan of God.”
How WILL you contribute to the cause of liberty
“YES IT DOES! There are two main reasons why and increase of righteousness in the Earth during your
can yet win:
time there? I find it interesting to note that doing it this
way is going to merit you great demerits in action
(can
judgments. You, I repeat, cannot win this battle or war
with violence OF ANY KIND. Indeed God and ANGELS (Hello!) know where the game goes, but don’t
blame God for structuring your own passage and fit you
into a plan you are UNWILLING to consider. I suggest,
however, that all of you consider the possibilities of
“1. God is the author of liberty. We are fighting God’s eternal plan for Creation and get off the “me”
not only for ourselves and grandchildren, we are flght- train. You are probably one who will now shout that “I
ing for a cause in which the real general is God our have given everything”, “I have been willing to die for
Father, the Creator of the heavens and the Earth. 1H: this cause.” So? When will you get willing toLIVE for
this cause of FREEDOM? “Give me liberty or give me
death.. .!” may have been fine for Patrick Henry but it is
won?]
stupid in full concept. Liberty is something you earn
“2. True patriots sustain and love truth. Truth is through growth AND LIVING, service in consciously
their friend regardless of the cost. Freedom is sus- GOOD INTENT. Freedom for “some” is not what this
tained by truth and the mostly unseen powers of heaven. is about, friends.
America is a tiny part of God’s
a
Creation and “your” individual freedom is unimportant
to the child in South Africa dying of disease and
torture. If vou exnect God to eventuallv hand over His
“angels” to get ybu what you want, control over the
may

a

UNSEEN

HEAVEN"
ANY

Get with intelligence

head to
and stop

“Our enemies must sustain their position and fight
their battle with lies and deception, terror and mayhem.
We don’t have the massive resources of the Federal
Reserve System and the World Bank to win.

The
powers of Darkness do. We are convinced the enemy
must have a hundred troops to one of us because it takes
massive resources of energy, people and money to
sustain their lies and deception.
Even so, in the end they will lose.

1

controllers for your own freedom, you miss the point.
You have to know who the usurpers ARE or you strike
out in more ways than one. I am weary of great
“patriots” pronouncing the Ueternal plan of God”, for
most who do that fail to see their own lack of VISION.
Ponder these things for it truly is upon you NOW.
General Satan is in full march against YOU, not God.
So, I suggest you do something GODLY or prepare to
fall. GOD AND HIS ANGELS (HELLO!!) ARE NOT
AT WAR WITH ANYTHING! GOD HAS ALREADY
WON; IT IS ONLY A CONSIDERATION ABOUT
“YOU” THAT IS IN QUESTION.
I would offer one more quote from this document
and then leave it: “Even if we knew we were going to
lose to the seemingly overpowering and apparent superiority of the globalists, which we will not
our honor, morality and integrity demand that
we fight for freedom and truth and righteousness a
though
Good grief, if you have lost your lives and STILL LOSE
THE WAR WHAT HAVE YOU LEFT YOUR CHILDREN? CAN YOU NOT CONSIDER “LIVING” AND
DO IT RIGHT? WOULD THIS CONCEPT OF CREATING GOODNESS NOT EVER CROSS THE MINDS OF
MAN? I CONSIDER THE “I’LL GLADLY GIVE MY
LIFE. ..” FOR SOMETHING WAITING TO BE ACCOMPLISHED AS ONE OF THE BIGGEST LIES SATAN EVER PUSHED OFF ON YOUR DIM WITS.
DYING IS AN ACT OF TOTAL COWARDICE AND
HAVING NO FAITH IN YOUR CREATOR-OR
DO
YOU FIT THE CATEGORY OF “CHRISTIAN” WHO
DUMPED ALL YOUR SINS AND RESPONSIBILITY
ON
MAN ON A CROSS WHO WAS BRUTALLY
MURDERED? THAT MAN DID NOT WILLINGLY
“GIVE HIS LIFE”, GOOD BUDDIES. AND MANKIND MISSED THE POINT-AGAIN
AND
AND NOW YOU PLAN TO MISS IT ONCE MORE.
SO BE IT.
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Dharma, staring at the empty screen will not our
work get done! Let us share a moment in communication and understanding, and then perhaps the recognition of “what” brings such sadness and loneliness this
morning might emerge. May I ask that this be considered a response to several people at a most personal
level for there is such a contradiction of “feelings” in
my compatriots as to cause us all to stop and
note
of what is happening to ourselves. Most especially I
want to respond to the loving note from Wally G.,
although he will suggest he sent it not to me. He did
and I hear. Dear Friends, it is not a matter of work
finished or waiting to be done as much as it is that no
matter what might be our “work”-there
is always
MORE. Gloriously, there is always MORE. We call it
“work” for it is not the labor as such which impacts our
senses; it is our necessary confrontation of choices,
patience, feelings of unworthiness, loneliness, and sorrow that sweeps across our LIVING MINDS. The
consciousness responds in hopelessness oft-times, flitting here and there to find all the chinks in our armor
of Light which will allow the true feelings of helplessness and “child” to rise to the surface and consume the
moment. We are, after all, but children finding our way
in a time and space which makes no sense to our
REALITY. So what is it that tugs at us and pulls us
away from all that “others” accept as their plight, their
passage, their rightful RIGHT to live in an empty void
absent wisdom, intellectual challenge and entrapment
in that environment. If thisbe “their ‘right’ n then how
dare we intrude upon the moment of their lessons7 Can
we love, watch, and maintain respect for that which is
so damaging to our senses as to overwhelm us at times?
Yes, we can, we must and WE SHALL.
Is it loss that causes us the unfettered need to
continue our pursuit of that which is part of us? No, it
is our “growth” which causes us to push on for, as we
grow in understanding and recognition of our acquired
KNOWING and confrontation of TRUTH, our consciousness will no longer accept the ignorant incarceration of our brother’s mind. It has nothing to do,
actually, with our brother’s desires-it is the LIE which
confronts our senses like a disease of unending proportion.
The terrible sadness which sweeps our beings is a
grieving, a terrible and deep grieving for that which we
must release and the terror of breaking away from the
recognized security (but death sentence) of that which
IS abounding about us, accepting it and others as
“their” right to express
the feelings of self-dislike
for having allowed, especially our close and beloved
ones, to become part of the lie-of which we were the
largest part as we matured. But remember, we can only
be a product of that which came before. The student
will have no alternative save to learn from the professor, so our learning can be no better than our teacherbe it kindergarten or LIFE. So where, sir, were you
when I was first learning? I was right there waiting for
you to grow enough to hear me. The stage was set and

lighted but the growing had to take place-just as with
each being. We are not separate, one from anotheronly expressing differently.
Worlds CANNOT be changed or political order
achieved WITHOUT ACHIEVING KNOWLEDGE AND
MORAL INTENT OF SELF AND THEN BROTHER.
YOU CAN ONLY REPLACE SYSTEMS WHICH ARE
BOUNDED BY EVIL AND CORRUPTION AND EXPECT THEM TO AGAIN FOUL THEMSELVES, FOR
THEY WILL DO SO. IT IS AS WITH THE “ADDICT”,
HOWEVER, IT WILL NOT HAPPEN UNTIL THE
GUTTER IS REACHED AND THERE IS NOWHERE
ELSE TO GO SAVE DEATH OR “UP”.
The painful time? While there are still choices to
be made. He who commits suicide of physical is one
thing and is.painful indeed, but suicide allowance of
mind and soul goes beyond any violation or rape of self.
So, what causes this pain? Possibility of “change” and
the unknown, i.e., “Will I be making a mistake? Is it
better to leave it alone? What else can I do? I am old,
I am poor, I am, I am, I am.” What need thee say to self
in the midst of the I am’s? “I AMf AND I ACCEPT NO
LESSERTHAN WHOLENESS WITH GOD BECAUSE
IAM”
A
WOULD

YOU

BE

HAPPIER

necessary, extract ourselves from “bad” relationships.
The hardest to do, however, is to face reality and stop
the bondage of self and “another* rather than simply
continue into infinity simply existing.
If this is a
relationship achieved-then
often times separation is
necessary to allow each to breathe and grow-again,
age has no meaning in this equation.
One reason we can keep going and going and
going-here-is
that the relationships toward mutual
responsibility of our task is mutual. All else might well
fall away as physical needs fall away from consciousness-but LOVE GROWS, RESPECT RETURNS AND
GROWS, MUTUAL WISHES BECOME BONDED AND
ALWAY S-THE DUALITY OF RBSPONSIBILlTY IS
SHARED. But, dear ones, as that KNOWING and
RESPONSIBILITY grow-we have need to face those
things head-on and be willing TO RELEASE another
“from your bondage”, whether it be they who are bound
by you or you who is bound by they. Where there is
BONDAGE-there
is NO FREEDOM. “FREEDOM” is
or it is not!
as you are pregnant or you are notso too is “Freedom” a word which has no “partial”
meaning.
NEGOTIATE

VS.

COMPROMISE

IF...‘1

Sometimes we even need to “negotiate compromises” BUT NEVER IN SOUL EXPRESSION OF PURPOSE IN TRUTH. You can compromise as to whether
your curtains have ruffles or not, whether you eat beans
instead of peas-but
if you COMPROMISE TRUTH,
you will surely destroy self and painfully damage SOUL.
You will not make that “other” happy for your foolishness-for the curtains or the beans were not the PROBLEM in the first place.
So, why is it so hard to exist in the same place while
sharing opposing “ideals” and “ideas”, about such
things as cause and effect? Because even though the
one who has found TRUTH may well keep silent-THE
OTHER KNOWS FUNDAMENTALLY THE TRUTH
AND CHOOSES THE LIE FOR COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE TO ALLOW FOR CONTINUATION OF
STATUS QUO. A PERSON WILL CLING UNTO
DEATH TO A BAD IDEA RATHER THAN LOOK
INTO POSSIBILITIES-ALL
THE WHILE CLAIMING FLEXIBILITY AND OPEN MINDEDNESS. A
PERSON CANNOT REMAIN “OPEN MINDED” TO
TRUTH BECAUSE THE VERY ACT OF STATING
sum A THING INDICATES CLOSED MIND AND
GOES AGAINST ALMOST EVERYTHING ESTABLISHED IN THE WORLD OF PHYSICAL EXPRESSION.
Aging
ones to think carefully about choices
and most will try to hang onto BOTH “just in case”. But
is that wise? Of course not-for
God hears not lip
service. So to be all things to all things is impossible,
improbable and foolish. We want our SECURITY &
our God passage with ease and, hopefully,
take
LIVING
OR DEAD
everyTHING with us on that little jaunt-or,
“I will be
WE CANNOT
LIVE
FOR ANOTHER
the first to never die!”
To very elder friends it is often considered as, “You
It is our obligation .as a giving, living, responsible
person to make every effort to bring ourselves into the old fool, you aren’t ever going to do...” this or that or
balance and harmony of good relationships and to, if the other. No, precious ones, it is no longer that way for

Would abundant joy, laughter, thrills of delight,
fulfillment and gaiety flow from your being as a flood
of rhapsody if you had all the funds in the world, all the
“spare time” to live lavishly, without thought, with all
those things you desire and argue over, with those who
lust and greed over that physical acquisition of “things”
and power? Would these things solve your “problems”
or would the “trouble” simply be postponed in interpersonal relationships and allow our ego to be soothed for
a moment NOT in truth? Do we appease or confront
another who is obviously in pain which we somehow
accept as our own responsibility7
The greatest pain
known to man is to FAIL HIMSELF! If you bend to the
nagging of a partner or any other when you KNOW that
your stance is correct-you
FAIL SELF1 You can
honor and respect that “other” for their right to be
entrenched within their own bindings-but
if you, in
wisdom, in truth, and intent of purpose move on in your
necessary and responsible course-they
must respect
you OR FACE IT: THEY WERE NOT “WITH” YOU
ANYWAY AND THE RELATIONSHIP IS BUT A
SHAM. A couch for sitting can live nicely beneath a
“sham” for years-a MAN will perish under the pressures of a sham existence. Age has no limitation to the
heart or MIND and NEVER TO THE SOUL. The
greater the sham the greater the SOUL’S BONDAGE
AND, AFTER ALL, IT IS THE SOUL THAT IS ETERNAL WHILE PHYSICAL EXPRESSION IS BUT A
PASSING WHIM.
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you of
and Change. It is the elders who MOST
CERTAINLY WILL produce the change for the physical world of Planet Earth and humanity who resides
upon her wondrous places. Why? Because only the
elders can SEE AND KNOW what was, what is and
what CAN BE. For we have walked this path so many
times as to be THE TEACHERS and we will not settle
for LESS. We may as individuals make transitions
back and forth-but
we will NOT SETTLE FOR LESS.
The “waiting” becomes the hardest of all things as we
watch that which we perceive as youth and years flitting by so quickly as to actually “miss” their passage.
Then we “give up”?!! We announce that we can’t
struggle any more, we are too weary and “others are
right”. No, the BEST WORK IS THAT WHICH IS TO
BE-not th$t done, ever! Age only brings WISDOM.
We GIVE age the golden glove in ability to take us
away. The
not be tired is to be doing that
which is most productive.
This is KNOWN by the
“Adversary” so every effort is made to cause man to
become infirm, senile, destitute and dependent upon
the “system” for sustenance and shelter.
MARKINGS
I am appalled by the numbers of so-called Christians who declare worse than death by somehow “taking
a so-called mark” (of the beast?). Who and what IS
THE BEAST? No, you DO NOT KNOW and neither
does the great speaker who taunts you to stand alone if
necessary in the name of Jesus. B.S. If you cannot hold
to GOD g& live in the .world in which you find self
expressing-you
are unworthy of calling yourself
“Christian” for the “CHRIST” IS NOT A PERSON BY
ANY NAME, IT IS A STATE OF BEING-IN GOODNESS. WORSHIPING AND DUMPING YOUR LOAD
OF YSIN” ON A MURDERED, BLEEDING STRANGER
IS GARBAGE-YOU
SIBILITY
God is not judging but if He
were-HE
HAS ALREADY JUDGED “JESUS”. You
are on your own! Do you really think a TATTOO is
oing to sever you from God? If YOUcan’t bear a
f ATT00 and still, within soul, honor God-you’ve
got real trouble, friends. Aren’t you going to pay for
your
ANYWAY? What difference if you use a
card or a paper?
IF YOU ARE LIVING WITHIN
GOD’S LAWS-YOU
ARE NO THREAT TO THE
SYSTEM OR TO GOD’S SYSTEM. The ridiculous
failure to accept a checkmark on a check-out slip in a
store is silly and makes you stand out like a sore thumb
in neon lights. What have you gained to honor God by
such silliness? There is only ONE place upon which
Satan wants to make his mark-ON YOUR SOUL AND
WITHSUCHAMARKASTOCAUSEYOUTO‘SELL”
THAT SOUL-TO HIM. THERE
which matters
ILLNESS
Why do we allow ourselves to be sick or compromised in some physical way? Because it is as a “time
out”. When we are “sick” then surely the “others” will
respect my circumstance and I won’t have to confront
what REALLY troubles me. Death is not as good a tool
because relationships which were BAD in living colorbecome gray in remembering.
Death predominantly
allows the remaining ones to suffer a lot and gain
sympathy and, ultimately, the BAD relationships are
remembered less and less as the good
over. This,
of course, depends on the attention-gathering
worth of
the experience.
Sometimes a nice guy is remembered
constantly as the “failure” that somehow destroyed the
life of the living one remaining.
My stance? Let anyone remember me any way they
choose (they will anyway). If I have been true to self
and God-it
is their problem, not mine. What you
think of me is not my business-it
is YOURS. I live in
goodness of intent ALL THE TIME-I make no EXCEPTIONS! In so-doing I have only positive expectations

for and of all things which enter within my ‘spaces’.
Am I some “Goody two shoes”7 No, “I AM” and in that
being I can have no lesser expectation of self than of
GOD. Therefore, I may well negotiate with studentsI will NOT compromise and BE LESSER. Just as a
parent can negotiate with a child-to
compromise
TRUTH to serve the child is out of reason-for
the
parent is the parent and the child is the child. RESPECT is the key word to be used here for Love is
overworked and no longer understood in its meaning.
If you respect another you will be kind and gracious
even if you disagree with conclusions and demands. As
the elder and hopefully “wiser” parent or teacher living
in TRUTH (not La-La-Land), you WILL be able to offer
respect, negotiate and resolve confrontations-not
compromise that which you know to be RIGHT in favor of
furthering evil upon your student or child. You CAN
allow and forgive differences without becoming the
difference or blessing the actions of another. Worse, if
you FIGHT and deny-you strengthen the resolve in the
other to NEVER hear truth and you insure the furthering of damage to that one you love.
A child or student is most often on a “cause” of
some kind so “your way” is the last “way” they want to
hear if you be a parent or professor. You don’t have to
“bless” their foolishness but you can respect their right
to experience.
Why? Because there is damned little
you can do about it! You have to release and allow and
pray that your truth will someday be heard and honored. You will also pray that wisdom does not have to
run over them in death-bringing disease or a Mack
truck.
WHY

KILL

THE

MESSENGERS?

Man has got to kill the messengers of truth. Why?
Because evil cannot live or function in the face of truth
and light. A man cannot do that which is wrong or
break the laws while the spotlight is shining upon
him-UNLESS
HE HAS FORCE TO BACK HIM UP.
So; the choices are to break out the light-bulbs and, in
the darkness, the continuation of that which is unacceptable can be maintained or continued. TRUTH IS
KNOWN-it
is the “cover up” job which is in point
here. Man doesn’t want to change because accepting
truth brings terrible responsibility upon self. KNOWING TRUTH demands of one to ACT in that truth IN
SOME MANNER. KNOWING IS NOT ENOUGH!
Just KNOWING is but the catalyst that causes a NEED
FOR RESPONSIBLE ACTION-ACCORDING
TO
YOUR ABILITY.
KNOWING requires that we acknowledge ourselves as that which we ARE and not that
from which we have been hiding.
Why do I single out Wally and Dharma to “pick
on”? Because they have both asked me for answers-in
genuine intent of desire to see and hear. They are ones
of so many we cannot count them-save to say that you
are all but ONE and the heart cries out exactly the
same-only
in different circumstances. It is not in the
letter from Wally to E.J. and Doris that I find the
important message-it is from Wally’s friend and wise
comrade, reaching his century mark on his calendar,
that I find the real message.
I am pleased with what I witness in my friends. I
see growth which allows for severance of self in attempt
to ease that “loneliness” or “pain” within another.
When our hearts can recognize the problem and realize
the solution but can make no mark FOR that other-the
souls are both saddened for that “other” beyond any
feelings for self that might enter within the focus.
What none of you seem to wish to face is that in
your petitions to God for solutions to circumstances
bearing problems, you GET YOUR RESPONSE. VERY
WISE AND THOUGHTFUL CHOICES PRESENT
THEMSELVES-SO
DO NOT OVERLOOK THE POSSIBILITIES.
Perhaps, as with Wally G., opportunity may well be
ringing the door-bell for solving several “problems”
without severing any bonds but perhaps offering oppor-

tunity to strengthen them. Sometimes separation from
that which is secure and “comfortable” can provide
more security in such a way as to sever conflict while
producing ability to grow, seek and find direction and
service.
All the prophecies of any time for any where are
NOTHING. ONLY YOUR SCRIPT HAS VALIDITY,
for all else is illusion.
A screen-writer has unique
opportunities beyond that of others to bring to life a
script. WE MUST REWRITE THE SCRIPT, WALLY.
WE MUST REWRITE ALWAYS IN SUCH A WAY AS
TO OFFER HOPE AND POSSIBILITIES AND GROW
FROM THOSE FIRST TINY FOOTSTEPS-OFTEN
SHOWN ON THE SHOULDERS OF THE GIANTS
COME BEFORE US.

We will each write our OWN
script-but we know not how to make a film which can
express LIFE PURPOSE and one film cannot serve
ALL-so we need many, each more wondrous than that
before. Man hungers for LIFE-to escape his death
walk. But man has come so far into the darkness as to
have to now be SHOWN alternative possibilities. HE IS
BLIND TO THAT WHICH IS and he must now remember WHO HE IS.
We are continually focused on the loss(es), not the
gains. Let us take “religion” as a topic. We feel loss
and betrayal in the opportunities taken to destroy truth
rather than build truth within the great halls of churches
and accepted ritual. No, consider that the failure of the
churches and the preachers is your ASSURANCE that
God is not some idiot being hanging on a tree branch.
God IS the tree branch and the LIFE-not
the spilled
blood of limited ritual. HE IS THE TREE! Each of HIS
are also the TREE and lesser is not acceptable. But
MAN has forgotten and he must again be shown the
way. The Universe is God’s cathedral-you
can only
build your puny sticks and stone temples within HIS
MIGHTY REALM as the ants build their nests within
the places of their choosing.
THE SOUL IS THE
HOLDER OF THIS WONDROUS UNIVERSE OF
GOD-ALL OF IT! MY SOUL/YOUR SOUL-ONEHOLDING
How can you express this magnificent TRUTH? By
giving FREEDOM to soul and heart and God will
express it! You have but to put it to scripting and
picture and we shall CREATE our holographic WHOLENESS in truth and presentation, WE SHALL CREATE
OUR PLACE AND OUR “FUTURE”. We only have to
remember the “old” -while we turn to the “new” and,
from that which is UNIVERSAL KNOWLEDGECREATE! We are not limited to that which seems to
be, however; that which we need for projecting CREATION is available in already manufactured equipment. CREATION NEEDS NOTHING MORE THAN
SOUL AND MIND, GOD IS CREATION-SATAN
IS
ONLY A MANUFACTURER AND “USER” OF THAT
WHICH IS ALREADY CREATED. EVIL IS A DESTROYER-GOODNESS
IS A CREATOR.
Is each of us STRONG enough to do our task? OF
COURSE-HOW CANYOU QUESTION GOD’S ABILITY TO KNOW?
INSIGHT
Will recognizing the truth of this message make
things hunkydory?
No, but responsible insight will
make yourjourney more acceptable and worthy. Choices
will be easier-fulfilling
the choices will not be much
easier-depending
on what the “problem” might be.
There are always solutions to problems but “trouble”
takes on an endless life of its own. Solutions to
problems are only extensions of “trouble” if you fail to
use them. While you focus on your “trouble”, however,
most of you MISS OPPORTUNITY.

When you can take self to God and say, “Father,
here am I-send
me!” and MEAN IT solutions to
problems will pour forth as a fountain in Spring. But,
you have to bc willing to do it HIS way for it will almost
always, with FEW exceptions, present differently than
YOU perceived it would be. When yor learn this
lesson-it
will continually be
often AS YOU
EXPECT IT. Sometimes we must move away from
continual confrontation of a problem to FIND SOLUTION. This is neither evasion or avoiding--’ it IS
’ called
WISDOM.
We often cry to the wind in petition of why we did
not sooner see and hear and know so that we could be
vital and offer change. For what and when? NOW is all
we have to express, my beloved ones, “Too late” is not
a concept in Truth. That is a concept of the lie desiring
to procreate itself in ever enlarging cycles of deceit.
You each have to make the choices, in TRUTH, and
then, together, WE CAN FIND THE WAY! No man is
an Island? There is no such thing-for
where there is
a single man-there
is also God and, even though Man
DOES NOT.
may well consider limitations -GOD
Don’t quote your birthdays counted, TO ME. You have
no concept of “OLD”. I AM OLD and yet ye expect me
to serve without interruption or ending! Well, I expect
you to serve without interruption or ending-what
is
wrong with that expectation? You expect of GOD-but
do not want GOD to expect anything of you! FORGET
IT, kids, for GOD has total expectation of perfection
from YOU. HE also has patience for your learning
experiences, but His patience for His elder students is
not so forgiving in practice. He expects that which is
impossible from we of the guides and messengers. And
I can’t speak for YOU-but I certainly intend to not
have disappointment written on my headstone. I will
stick around until our mission is FINISHED-no
lesser
is acceptable.
Most of this particular expression will be allowing
ourselves to be used as a screen upon which others may
find their own direction instructions. We, through our
expressing, often present the opportunity of experience
and action which offers another a chance to express his
own talents.
I example, how can you expect Gerry
Spence to share his legal acumen with you if you have
no “case”?
Wally, I would appreciate your writing to Mr.
Spence regarding taking this “case” of Ekkers. He will
be well paid from his “winning” and he will like the
relationships formed here. Keep it “simple” for he
prides himself in his own simplicity and rightfully sobut the wisdom of your experience in honor of his
wisdom gained is always appreciated. Get his
and
you will see that we can all learn greatly by his insight.
Please
write to him-twice;
now, and then after you digest the
wisdom within the pages of his book.
You cannot begin to hope to change the judicial
system unless you have leaders within the “profession”
(sic sic) who have respect for LAW while demanding
and expecting integrity and justice in that LAW. Accepting less is not enough. There are plenty of able
bodies and souls to accomplish this task of change-but
it requires leaders and not “just” bank accounts. There
is no race, creed, color or sex to do these jobs of
restructuring in integrity, just as there is no race, creed,
color or sex which tended freedom and justice asunder.
It requires all men of truth to join together and accept
no LESS. It certainly is not a job for guns and bullets,
swords or slings-it
requires men worthy and able to
stand forth on THE WORD IN RESPONSIBLE
STANCE.
How do you win great damage settlements for someone like the Ekkers? You tell the jury THE TRUTH.
Further, you commit that the proceeds beyond absolute
costs are FOR INSURING THAT, TO THE BEST OF
OUR ABILITY. THE TYPE OF PAIN UPON THE
EKKERS WILL BE STOPPED FROM VISITATION
UPON OTHER CITIZENS, INCLUDING THOSE ON
THE JURY! You, further, accomplish that in PROOF

by presenting the contract which serves same to the
Constitutional Law Center for furthering investigation
and prosecution of the culprit criminals who call themselves your political servants. People desire JUSTICE,
not for someone else to simply get rich off a decision.
Man wants BETTER but he can’t see how his input can
be large enough to bring change-so
give him a way to
share in “winning”. Winning is the allowance of right
to overcome wrong, strength of justice to overcome
corruption, especially that which has infected the judicial system of the nations. There is no religion or “system”
which can accomplish freedom and integrity save one goal in
action and that is action in RIGHTNESS.
GOD IS NOT ARELIGION-GOD
IS LIFE! When
we stop categorizing God-we can almost see the way
it IS. GOD/SELF IS THE REALITY-ALL
ELSE BUT
STAGE SETTINGS AND TOOLS FOR OUR PERFORMANCE OF “OUR” PLAY. IF WE HOLD THIS UPPERMOST, WE CANNOTFAIL, FOR“FAIL” CEASES
TO HAVE MEANING.
Has Dharma “failed” for not being able to write on
the subjects under focus? No, indeed not, dear students. She has allowed us to share that which has
REAL MEANING and not simply lessons of historical
review, We need to speak and share that which we are
about, not limit selves to the history books and possibilities confused within chaos.
We ARE soul and within the trappings (the trap) of
human physical expression we are not allowed full
awareness of that FACT. We need to STOP, LOOK
AND LISTEN. We need to take the hand of the MANnot of Galilee-but
of GOD, that hand which creates
the Sea and therefore stills the waters, calms our fears
We need to hold that hand
and allows realization.
within ourselves in remembering that it is our very
breath, our LIFE, our SELF of which we speak. In that
realization we KNOW GOD and in that PRESENCE we
will think again and again before we will act in opposition to the teachings of PERFECTION, for when we
diminish selves we drag God with us, for HE will never
abandon us. Where have we dragged God this day?
Have we risen in HIS glory or dragged HIM within our
dankness7 Do we rejoice in HIS flowers or do we tread
upon His glorious gifts, seeking the things of physical
non-value? Physical expression, students, has untold
value but the value is not in the “things” which distract
us and capture our senses. The gold and silver used to
provide LIFE in, say, colloids for good health and
protection of body, are far more precious and lasting
than all the trinkets which can be purchased on the face
of a physical world. But I ask you travelers: can you not
have BOTH? God wants you to have LIFE and PHYSICAL expression in abundance. HE WILL, HOWEVER,

INSIST YOU LEARN THE DIFFERENCE IN VALUE.
There are pearls of great price which bring pleasure
and treasure. However, it is the pearl beyond price
which is THE treasure. WISDOM IS THAT PEAPL.
PEARLY

GATES

Why are the gates to “heaven” referred to as Pearl?
Because the pearl is considered an expression of wisdom. So, consider passage and sorting to be that which
is presented “at the gates of passage” as wisdom and
foolishness is confronted. God refers to HIS crown of
life as having Pearls abounding. These are not oyster
tumors, children, these are the crowning glory of accomplishment in that which holds real VALUE. We
work to acquire our dwelling place on the street of
WISDOM and LIVE by that which is eternal, just and
right. All that is precious exists in its truest form in the
Universal substance of being, very real and very available. The lowest use for such treasure is presented to
Man for his lessons and experience. He then uses those
priceless treasures for self indulgence and sets prices
on their being and holds power or control by their
They have no meaning of same in that
bindings.
glorious expression wherein they are created and simply ARE, as are you. These are the things of physical
expression by which a SOUL can later measure its
growth and stature. It is not the “thing” in point here,
it is the self perception of that “thing” and what actions
will be utilized to acquire that “thing”. To “not” have
the “thing” if it would further goodly cause is as
erroneous in concept as taking it all for ego evaluation
of self. Can you not utilize the same tools used by evil
without becoming the evil? Are you so weak in your.
goodness as to be unable to not become the evil? Herein
lies the answer, beloved friends. The answer to Life is
not in avoiding living but to live in such a way as tc
produce greater abundance and LIFE-not
evade it.
This ALWAYS COMES WITH
LEARNING, AND ACTION IN RESPONSIBILITY. EACH IS
EXPRESSED IN PHYSICAL WAYS, BUT ALL ARE
EMOTIONAL SOUL INTENT. You CANNOT express
goodness if the soul be steeped in evil. Neither can you
express evil-IF THE SOUL IS LIVING WITHIN GOD
INTENT.
This would seem to be enough for this letter, for to
The teacher
murder the topic is quite unacceptable.
must also learn, like a good lawyer, when to become
silent.
I cherish you beyond your understanding and I
reach out and accept that love you share with me. In
that way, it becomes a GIFT for both of us.
Gyeorgos
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BUSH

LAWYERS

COLLECT

Here’s a George Bushupdate from the June 10 issue
[quoting:]
WASHINGTON-The
government [i.e., tke taxpaving
U.S.] owes former President Bush
$272,352
for legal expenses
during a special
prosecutor’s investigation of his role in the Iran-Contra
affair, a court ruled Friday. Bush had sought $461,346,
[Classic
but the panel of three appellate
judges that supervises independent counsel invest@tions said that amount was not justified.
Independent Counsel Lawrence Walsh accused Bush
of “misconduct” and of completing a “cover-up” after
the then-president
pardoned six Iran-Contra defendants Dec. 24, 1992
of

The Ethics in
ment
Act allows government
reimbursement of lawyers’ fees for people who are the
subject of an investigation by an independent counsel
but are not indicted.

George Bush: (What an intriguing
emblem on his hat! Looks like the Satanic
Goat of Mendes within a five-pointed
star.)
LIBERAL

ICONS

Samuel Francis makes this point in a recent issueof
[quoting:]
One way to challenge liberal dominance is through
shattering the icons and symbols the left wants us to
worship, but what we mainly hear from Republicans are
prayers to the idols of the left. Before they kicked
Liddy in the lip, assorted Republicans have tried to
compare themselves to John Kennedy (Vice President
Dan Quayle), praised Franklin Roosevelt (Speaker Newt
Gingrich) and boasted of marching with Martin Luther
King at Selma (Rep. Bob Dornan). Then they
why it is that the liberalism of Hollywood and the media
is so powerful and why no one takes Republicans and
conservatives seriously. It never occurs to themthat by
the

way they can maintain power over people is to keep
them ignorant of who they/God REALLY are, Such an
elite would eliminate as dangerous anyone who dares to
say: GOD IS LIFE. God is thought-energy.
God is
love-an all-encompassing VERB/NOUN rather than a
limited personal pronoun.
Does that mean religions are bad? I thought I’d
their own confirmation of the icons invented by the left, never ask! Can man’s strivings for God ever be “bad”?
Republicans are also confirming the liberal values and Doesn’t it make sense that, in our process of learning
policies voiced by those icons and thereby also confirm- the truth, we must first learn the error-the
not-so-true
~~~~~~~~fori~
creation of man? (How else do we know the differAs for the “Republican Revolution”, there can be ence?)
One reader corrected me with regard to my “negano such, thing until the Republicans are willing to
chailenge the cultural apparatus that is the real source tive” comments on the Promise Keepers article in last
of liberal hegemony. They can pass all the “Contracts”
week’s News
She remarked that she has seen
they want to, but as long
the left dominates what positive aspects in that religious crusade and benefits
I appreciate her comments
Americans hear, see, and
it will retain its chief to those who participate.
power base. [End of
and her point is well-taken. The fact that the ministry
figures are constantly emerging who claim in point contains liberal/Elite indicators doesn’t make
to be “eonservati&’ and “patriotic”.
Where do they it “bad” throughout all levels of their endeavors. And,
RBALLY stand? Mr. Francis provides an important conversely, just because it has positive aspects doesn’t
clue in t)re t& of reading the news with discernment,
mean worrisome, possibly infiltrating negative forces
one he terms “liberaI icon affiliation”.
How can one aren’t there. The point is to always be discerning.
take the
Revolution” seriously when its
ofFDRaud the Tofflers? The official
WORLD
GRAIN
SUPPLIES
LOW
platform or position of a person, organization, or newsThis AP article is from the June 10 issue of
[quoting:]
the most reliable one. Here are just a few clues that
indicate Elite approval:
WASHINGTON-World
grain stocks will dip to
* Broad media exposure and acceptance, as has the lowest level in 20 years, leaving a record low 53been lavished upon Newt.
day supply next year and threatening rising food
* Major palliate
“program” or column, prices around the globe, Worldwatch Institute
such as Rush, Liddy, Qllie.
predicted. The tight carryovers will likely lead to
holocaust fixation.
worldwide increases in the price of bread, rice and
e-callingrhetoric in place breakfast cereal by the end of 1995 and in grainproduced livestock products such as beef, poultry,
of a poaitiom use of trigger words.
pork, eggs, milk and cheese early next year.
of such “indicators” and
WILL
“WORK”
FOR
FOOD
mportant to keep in mind
of evidence pointing in
Things are already at the critical point in many
a dire&on; they m not absolutes. One could compile
a long . list of liberaI/eIite indicators on Perot, for parts of the world, as shown in this June 11 article from
example, but at a certain point in the ‘92 election-and
[quoting: ]
MBABANE, Swaziland-The
lives of thousands of
~~~~~~~~
the best option available for
Swazis are threatened by a relentless drought that has
.
forced women to trade sex for food in the southern
African mountain kingdom, officials said Saturday.
“The husbands of the women seemingly do not care, so
recent
long as food comes to their houses later. This is painful
reviews Go& R BIogru#~, by Jack Miles, [quoting:]
but is happening and we cannot run away from it,” said
Zacharai Mbhamali, a community leader in the southIt is God as the protagonist of the Hebrew
to Christians-that
con- ern Lavumisa district.
a
SIR HANK
Looking strictly at what we know about
God from the Bible, Miles presents God as creator,
Here’s an update on the politically correct Hank
warrior and lawgiver. We meet a figure who destroys
his creatiort (& the great flood) and then regrets his Kissinger, from the June 14 issue of
action.
We sue a God who manipulates humanity,
[quoting:]
The queen will make Kissinger an Honorary Knight
caqkius
to t&c pint of whining and unleashes his
wrath on his chosen
after they turn to idolatry. Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St.
In short, God as P Mterary figure makes mistakes and, Michael and St. George, one of the top honors Britain
can bestow on a foria very humau term, devehps and changes.
One
M&a’ enduring themes is that God is an eigner, the Foreign
There is a tension inherent Offtc said Tuesday.
inBisbsin%,ronroc~sot~Godsa~tobeinconflict
Because he’s an
with himself. “But this makes him, in literary terms, American
far more dynamic and compelling, more magnetic than Kissinger won’t get
he would otherwise be,” Miles said, “A God who is all the title “sir” and
sw~~~d~t~d~mpl~ely~c~g~ble~ght
does not have to
be consoling figure to have in the background, but it kneel before the
in him.” [End of quoting.] queen. The governWhy
God to a ridiculous anthropo- ment is honoring
morphic caricature? Thank you for asking1 It’s what Kissinger’s
“conwe’ve learned
who our teachers have been: tribution
towards
religions and religious leaders. Talk about indicators!
Anglo-American
Logic alone tells me that if there is a group of elite relations” [i.e.
power+&rers, theywouldsurely
seek todirect, control
and manipulate man’s spiritual quest-including
man’s
very definition of himself
God. In fact, the ONLY
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WHATISACORPORATION?
An artificial person or legal entity created by or under
the authority of the laws of a State or nation,
composed, in some rare instances, of a single
erson and his successors,
being the incumIiients of a particular office, but ordinarily consistin of an association of numerous individuals, wa o subsist as a body politic under a special
denomination,
which is regarded in law as having a ersonality and existence distinct from
that o P its several members, and which is by the
same authority,
vested with the ca acity of
continuous succession, irrespective o F changes
in its membership, either in erpetuity or for a
limited term of years, and o P acting as a unit or
single individual in matters relating to the common purpose of the association, within the scope
of the powers and authorities conferred upon
such bodies by law.
A franchise
ossessed by one or more individuals, who su !I sist as a body politic, under a
special denomination,
and are vested by the
policy of the law with the capacity of perpetual
succession,
and of acting in several respects,
however numerous the association may be, as a
single individual
Your Cor oration is an artificial entity.
It is a separate an cpdistinct entity apart from any
of you. it is a separate entity and is basically a
“child” who has residency in Nevada; it has its
own rights and relationship
with respect to
State law in Nevada. You and the Corporation
are completely separate.
Further, a Corporation
is a distinct, legal
entity separate and apart from its members,
stockholders,
directors or off:cers. Although rt
is a separate entity, it can act only through its
members, officers or agents and cannot have
knowledge or belief of any subject independent
of the knowledge
or belief of its eople.
A
stockholder (owner or partial owner P is a holder
of shares of stock in the Corporation
and is
NOT INLEGAL CONSIDERATION
OR DANGER. (In other words you are not, as the owner
or “parent”, responsible.).
A stockholder is not
the employer of those working for the Corporation nor is he the owner of corporate property.
A Corporation
is a citizen in the State
wherein it was created. A Corporation does not
cease to be a citizen of the State in which it is
incorporated
by engaging in business or acquiring property in another State. Since Corporations are solely creatures of Statute Law, the
powers of a Corporation
in another State are
derived from the constitution
and laws of the
State in which it is incorporated.
As an artificial person a Corporation
is considered to have
its domicile in the State where it is incorporated
and the place where it has its registered
or
statutory Resident Agent or home office in that
State. When the Corporation’s
activities (or
holdings, etc.) are actually in a different place,
the site of its Resident Agent is sometimes said
to be its “statutory domicile”.

The existence of the Corporation
is not
affected b the death or bankruptcy of a shareholder, 0 &rcer or Director. It has a continuous
It is immortal for as long as it
existence.
complies with the annual requirements
of the
State in which it is incorporated.
The important point to remember is that
when you own a Nevada Corporation, the Corporation exists as a separate entity or person.
You can live anywhere
ou choose, in any State
or country;
it is the E orporation which conforms to the requirements of the State in which
it resides. You will find that Nevada is the State
with the most benefits to protect you and your
Corporation.

PHOENIX JOURNALS:
(#4) SPIRAL’ TO
ECONOMIC
DISASTER,(# 10) PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL;;
(#.&fi). YOU
CAN SLAY THE DRAGON,-+VD,(#l7)
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NAKED PHOENIX
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f you’re looking for the benefits that Incorporating
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability.
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ChallengingThoughtsOn The
GrowingOf Flight Feathers
6/25/95 #l

HATONN

responsibly his job. HE WORKS WITH ME AND I
MARVEL AT THE PATIENCE OF “MY” CREW WHO
STILL
DRIFTING
THROUGH
SERVE IN THE MIDST OF THE CROSSFIRE, It has
been so difficult at times because he has been referred
People drift through and sit with us for a while after to as Dharrna’s and E.J.‘s spy. How dare you! They too
studying some of our writings. We are honored for we have shouldered the responsibility of this commission
have no groups, no “church”, and yet the acclaim is that without ability to back off or “run away”.
we are somehow a religion or a cult, Most of you at one
time or another, as you struggle under the load of
SINS
OF THE
PARENTS
accepted responsibility, wish we would be such, but
alas, “God has done you ‘in’,” and didn’t make the
I am not going to go into the sins of parents against
world RIGHT for you. I would suggest that, on per- children to any great extent but I am going to allow you
sonal relationships and stature, HE is doing a very good to reason with selves just a bit. Why would it be that a
job of testing the metal of the volunteers.
And, in child abused will grow and abuse his own? Because the
addition, He is offering unlimited growth beyond the resentment is so great, forgiveness BURIED and only
boundaries of those offered in any circumstance.
We mouthed-but
the forgiveness lacking is for SELF.
offer or do NOTHING which is not fully within the
Every business person would like to offer his embusiness guidelines of law and ORDER. We struggle to ployees double or triple whatever he is paying-for
meet every regulation of Man, within GOD, with the services rendered.
But check before you complain
“code” of God centering our own response to our higher around here for “just how badly are you actually being
KNOWING of right from wrong. We are simply a treated?”
How TOTALLY WONDERFUL was your
coalition of business people efforting to have “commu- status before you became a part of our circle of friends
nity”. However, at the top of every business structure and business associates?
there must be SOMEONE with RESPONSIBILITY and
therein lie the problems observed.
No ONE wants
CULTS
AND RUMORS
responsibility-not
even for his own destiny and profit.
Let us stumble around for a while on neutral terriWhy do you think we have great public problems?
tory so that our toes do not bleed on the rented carpet. Because ones such as Leon and Eleanor go forth and
If we offer products and then do not deliver those complain, denounce and blame someone else, and the
products-it
not only is bad business, it is unacceptable
wrong ones at that, for something they know is their
and the law will come down hard for “false advertis- responsibility but the BLAME must reside on someone
ing”, fraud and all manners of other regulations-violaelse. Well, these things come back to rest on the laps
tion.
of the responsible parties. Leon, for instance, came
If our favorite mechanic fails to fix our cars or puts because of George Green, participated because of George
in faulty parts without correcting the errors, we are Green and got stripped BY George Green; but who does
angry, disadvantaged and finally will get another me- he thrust out at in his anger for his own actions, goaded
chanic. Does THIS have anything to do with the person on by George Green? Yes indeed, all of US. He
living in the town? If Dalene goes down to the local denounced me as some kind of a GOD who doesn’t
sewing shop to have her sewing machine repaired and sound Iike a pious God of unconditional love and
the merchant fixes the machine but sells it to someone allowance. Like perhaps I don’t like blame placed on
else-is that “OUR” problem or must not Dalene work the shoulders of non-responsible parties. Is there loss
that out with the Merchant and, possibly, the Law to our “cause”? Yes, because these people go forth and
Enforcers if indeed the act was intentional and the hire ones like Abbott and Horton who will legally bind
merchant cannot get return of the product he sold all of you to the LIE and call you a “cult” to cover their
elsewhere. That is theft and will be considered that the lying backsides in order to FOOL THE JUDGES AND
person receiving the goods is also a receiver of stolen A JURY.
goods and will likewise be prosecuted. Why do you who
What will these people do when they discover the
have business interchange with anyone else who might culprits are actually the attorneys and the thieves?
attend our meetings as guests and friends somehow feel What can they do? They will be out of funds-and
so
we have a debt TO YOU?
will the culprits have spent their funds. Rod l&Broom,
Not only do we NOT ask people from anywhere to the deceiver in the Schroepfer case is going to, as sure
come and volunteer here, but we urge all who cannot as you are alive, sue the pants off Abbott for Abbott has
attend selves to NOT COME. Charles has somehow caused him to spend thousands of dollars, demands
become the local “moving man” and, of all in the place,
and has been a drunken cheat and liar from the
he has received the least honor, the least attention and, upstart. As a step-son who took control and imprisoned
while accepting incredible responsibility-TAKES
NO John in an Alzheimer’s center (without any signs of
PAY. Ones who continually fling rocks at Charles, and Alzheimer’s) acting for his mother, who is also guilty
he is just a “for instance”, will ask him FIRST to pacW as can be-wanted GOLD to place with George Green.
unpack their U-Haul so they can either get here or get However, Rod is angry for he must now account for
away from here.
thousands of dollars spent FROM JOHN’S PROPERTY
So, why do we keep a disruptive force such as IN HIS CARE, TO GEORGE ABBOTT FOR LEGAL
Charles who insists that laws be kept, security be FEES FOR NOTHING SAVE FRAUDULENT LEGAL
handled responsibly and our things attended? Because WORK. Luke Perry is also persona non-grata in Nehe, without hesitation, takes the reins and attends vada political circles for his lying and cheating over his

step-mother’s account in which he never had any interest. However, he joined with George Abbott and spread,
through the Associated Press, all manner of not just
erroneous stories, but absolute and outright LIES.
Now Abbott screams foul about what is printed in
“that little nothing” paper and demands the courts
forgive his bad efforts and money stealing because of
his pain and suffering at the hands of a “nothing
paper”. After all, HE IS THE ONE WHO HAS THE
“CONNECTIONS” WITH THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.
Horton, meanwhile (Green’s partner in crime),
wanting to keep Overton’s gold, lies worse and aids,
abets and suggests the lies to tell to the courts. Problem
is that all the lies now are DIFFERENT in each casewhich now gives a Federal Bankruptcy Court heartburn
for being deliberately LIED to by these gentlemen.
Meanwhile, George and his little Cutie Pie wife go
about claiming they still speak with ME and the Christ
and they have been treated badly FOR STEALING
AND EMBEZZLING.
Why am I doing this today? Because my people are
getting mad as Hell and won’t take it much longer!
Dharma didn’t consider writing for me until she encountered the Evil Empire when they STOLE HER
HOME right in front of God, Satan and the Judicial
System. She looked up and around and stopped kissing
trees and went to work. Does this mean that we don’t
appreciate tree-kissers’? No, it means that SOMEBODY has to do the work while the kissers fail to learn
a thing about WHAT IS GOING ON OR COMING
DOWN.
Leon must be seeing the light by now. He fell for
George Green’s recommendation to hire Abbott to
BREAK THE INSTITUTE, PULL IT DOWN (IT WAS
GREEN’S TO BEGIN WITH), GET HIS “GOLD” AND
FOOT A PLAN FOR GREEN. ABBOTT WOULDN’T
EVEN ALLOW LEON TO BE DROPPED FROM A
CASE-SO
HE COULD CONTINUE TO DRAIN
MONEY FROM THE POOR MAN. HOW MUCH
FUNDS DO YOU THINK, OF LEON’S AND
ELEANOR’S, IS REMAINING AFTER SEVERAL
YEARS OF WORKING WITH THIS “GOOD FRIEND
AND ‘HE IS NOT AN ALCOHOLIC’“?
No? NO,
Abbott is a politician, thief, liar, cheat and DRUNK.
Then what does Abbott use as excuse for fund draining?
To the Supreme Court he speaks of the Institute spending his “clients* funds” for court. Doesn’t the idiot
even know that a Corporation HAS TO HAVE A BARCLUB MEMBER AS REPRESENTATIVE IN CASES
BEFORE THE COURT?
BUT WHY THE LECTURE

TO THE CHOIR?

Because some of you act other than as family,
which we are; team, which we are, and give out all the
signals and signs of CULT! WE DO NOT FIT INTO
EVEN ONE CATEGORY OF A CULT-NOT
EVEN
m.
You who are paid for your labor and consider selves
underprivileged had better look around carefully. There
are hundreds of unemployed people in this village
alone-making
less than you, and yes, would like your
job. Every cent is borrowed funding which SOMEONE
has to make up in payments. Just because corporations
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are involved does not mean magic money-makers.
You utilize the advantages and then turn about in
ignorance and tear down your own shelter.
I am
amazed at how ones come and then become angry at the
very hands that feed them. Well, God is quite accustomed to such disrespect. Most is simply “gossip” but
ill-speaking hurts the one in topic.
But why am I upset? Because I happen to be the
CEO of quite a few of these corporations. The courts try
to establish that I am Dharma. No, I am NOT! I am
real; I am alive and I am very well AND QUITE
CAPABLE OF MAKING MY OWN CASE IN COURT
ON THE WITNESS STAND. (BUTNOBODY WANTS
ME.) Writing Ekker-Ekker and Ekker-Phoenix on a
court paper is only going to cost a couple of old attorneys their licenses. The COURT(S) may well be judicially unsound and easy on the criminals in such acase
where the very lawyers are the criminals, BUT THEY
DON’T LIKE TO BE LIED TO. FRAUD UPON CITIZENS IS ONE THING-FRAUD
UPON THE COURT
JUDGE IS QUITE ANOTHER.

FIGHT the long-rifles and cannons. You argue and
fight over pop-guns when the nation falls apart at the
hands and MINDS of the Usurpers. It might be funny
if it were not so sick.
GERRY
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sitting. Aren’t the spikes on the fence getting uncomfortable?
WASHINGTON

D.C,

SPENCE

I continue to be amazed at you people thinking you
can take Washington or, at the least, impress them
Why do I ask you to convince Gerry
there. They are the vipers in the pit, and the pit itself
box] that he WANTS the Ekker case(s)? is a garbage dump of evil and trash. WHY would you
Because he would have a school-room setting to bring want any part of such a LIE? You want to “march on”,
alive his own teachings. He could SHOW the attorneys “take back” and thus and so? What for? Your nation,
who have loyalty and dreams of truth in Law, how it including Washington, Congress and the Treasury,
SHOULD AND MUST WORK. He could show a Jury Judicial, and Military systems-are
owned and OPERtheir POWER and responsibility and it could be a ATED by the New World Order, the Committee of 300
teaching tool for the attorneys trying to make CHANGE. (under the Queen of England) and the vile AntiThe corruptors have stolen great sums from Citizens Christ(ness) of Satanic RULE and actions. You aren’t
going to OVERTHROW anything! You will, however,
WIN the day if you take your possibilities and BUILD.
There is going to be adequate and abundant bloodshed
without your helping with your OWN, while calling it
“God’s” way.

COURTSJURIES
So how do you get away from the bondage of
Admiralty Courts and controlled juries?’ You have to
INFORM the jurors that they have rights greater than
the Magistrate and the black-robed priest of the rituals.
Then, you have to GET TO THAT COURT FOR HEARING! Then, YOU TELL TRUTH, for the Adversary
will ALWAYS LIE. An INFORMED JUROR who is
honorable WILL KNOW THE DIFFERENCE! This is
why Ekkers are such a GOOD CASE for demonstration-they
have TRUTH on their side and they always
tell the same story; after eight years, the same story is
quite sufficient. And the lies of the opposition? They
change in EVERY CIRCUMSTANCE.
What do I suggest? Well, since any funds which are
reclaimed or claimed will go to the furtherance of the
Constitutional Law Center and Freedom, I suggest that
several people make SURE that every juror arriving at
court for sitting on the day of jury for these cases, get
a
Jury pamphlet. They are available
and you don’t even have to put your name, rank or serial
number on them. A JURY IS THE ONE THING THAT
HAS FULL DISCRETION AND CAPABILITY, BUT
EVERY JUDGE WILL TRY TO THWART THEM BY
THEIR “INSTRUCTIONS”.
A JUROR IS SUPPOSED
TO OVERRIDE THOSE INSTRUCTIONS IF HE REMOTELY FEELS INCLINED TO DO SO. YOU HAVE
TO RECLAIM YOUR JUDICIAL SYSTEM TO SURVIVEI
You can’t win much by going forth and fighting
with one another over YOUR OPINION of Grand Juries
and such as recently happened.
You must begin at
HOME where true charity must begin, and form your
Common Courts of and by the people with juries of
those people. You must set up GRAND JURIES at local
levels and then you can draw a foundation upon which
to begin.

I weary of ones shouting,
and like shouting “Peace-Peace” and there is
The
none, being totally and factually uninformed.
as structured for the United States was
structured from the Native American tribal guidelines.
right off, offenders of freedom, stealing
a nation and a set of rules. You have now become the
VICTIMS, Citizens, of the flaws in the document and
you have lost everything that you took from the Indians.
However, they aren’t too bright either, for while they
revel in your loss, they lose even MORE. You have
been reduced to equality-but
the Puppet-Masters who
accomplished this situation, GROW STRONGEREACH
AND EVERY DAY. You can’t FIGHT THEM WITH
WEAPONS any more than those elder Natives could

JUST LIKE EKKERS. Do you realize that the Resolution Trust Corporation is going to now be merged into
F.D.I.C.-so
you can take up MORE LOSSES? There
SHOULD be enough penalty charge against these criminals who have stolen America, to at the least help
support the Law Center to allow a beginning of the
Common Law System. Let us call the “winnings” from
the case to be the “nest egg” for TRUTH IN LAW.
Ekkers don’t want or need much. They didn’t, however, even have ability to have home-insurance to cover
even a portion of the recent thefts and robbery by
“breaking and entering” of the thieves.
The local
“police” and “law enforcers” don’t do anything except
“Oh well, too bad. We did all we could.” And, yes, let
the robber GET AWAY. They somehow couldn’t find
the culprit after they had him, in an open field!
Why might this annoy the Ekkers? Well, when they
were to be EVICTED, BY THE S&L AND RTC UNLAWFULLY,
THE BASTARD GOVERNMENT
BROUGHT IN ADL SWAT TEAMS AND SURGOSH, THESE
ROUNDED THEIR DWELLING.
“POWERFUL TROUBLEMAKERS” ARE DRAINED
OF ALL PROPERTY, IN THEIR SIXTIES, AND HOW
DANGEROUS CAN THEY BE?
The “robber” even has welfare and if brought in
will have excellent medical attention (which he needed
for his bare feet). He was stupid enough to wear shoes
which imprinted even the trade-name and then went
bare-footed to make his run-away! Still the police said,
“Oh well.. .” They couldn’t seem to do anything when
Green STOLE AND TOOK $350,000
not even file a report because the case somehow
became a problem for Nevada, Green’s new residence
and passing center for dealing.
SOMETHING IS
WRONG, CITIZENS! When it got hot in Nevada-he
went to Montana. Aren’t you sick to death of those who
commit these dastardly deeds and then sell you the
sicko trip of “Born again Christian” and “spokesman
for God”?
Don’t dump your “religions” onto me for I shall
promptly puke. I also suggest you stop your “12-foot
lizard” trick with ME. I am of the Hosts of God, a
messenger for Creator/Creation and I am just one filmy
dimension from your own! Man has manufactured the
control through Fear and the Monsters. Man has also
conjured an escape through some kind of ritual rapture,
NO, it WILL NOT HAPPEN! You are being set-up for
the KILL. But man wants to believe in the fairy-tales
and magic. He certainly does NOT want to hear or
recognize TRUTH because with Truth comes RESPONSIBILITY. Responsibility requires WORK (or play if
you enjoy your “work” as much as do I). At the least it
REQUIRES ACTION., and PARTICIPATION, not inconclusive lack of any direction or haphazard fence-

Another thing I find interesting is about people and
their presentation that we (I) are somehow evil because
of
How so? There is a lot of good stuff in
that book, there is also good stuff in
just don’t remember which is truth and which is lie and,
in becoming totally ignorant and refusing to reach out
and LEARN, you corner selves into a pit with your
SOUL. YOU ACTUALLY LIE TO SELF AND SOUL
(WHICH IS, OF COURSE, SOUL). You end up b&wing what somebody else tells you to believe and then
when disappointed you lash out at the TRIJTH-BRINGERS, as if they, somehow, did you in. How is it that
when truth finally becomes unfolded-you
turn on the
very ones who are your friends? Because I tell you
TRUTH, does this suddenly mean that I am not your
friend?
HOLLOW
Another thorn is that damnable “Holocaust”. I am
neither anti-Semite (although I am totally anti-Evil) as
defined by the groups calling themselves by other labels, nor have I said there was NO HOLOCAUST. I
said that the “Holocaust” as described and presented
COULD NOT HAVE HAPPENED THE WAY DESCRIBED OR PRESENTED. Mathematically IT CANNOT BE! How can such a statement represent HATECRIME? Well, it does and did; right in the Kern
County Court against the Ekkers, the above statement
was used AGAINST Ekkers because “I” wrote this in a
tiny little newsletter. A Self-Claimed Jewish attorney
entered it into the court record and a Self-Claimed
Jewish Judge immediately ruled against Ekkers as being “frauds, rip-off artists against the S&L (they were
an example of why the S&Ls failed)” and thus and soeven to entering the “Rip-Off’ bit in the last document
from the opposing attorney who, by the way, has represented EVERY entity in the opposition case. Is the
COURT BAD? No-JUST
THE PEOPLE IN THE
COURT. “THINGS’* ARE NOT GOOD OR BADPEOPLE ARE GOOD OR BAD.
How is it elsewhere, out of Kern County, California? BAD! In some cases even worse, but notably bad
here. Here there are even underground “ritual” places.
Many of the Court Judges and the Highest Ranking City
Fathers -are practicing Satanists and proud of it. They
don’t, of course, advertise it, but neither do they make
any effort at all to hide it except solely as a sham cover.
Do I object? YES! And further, UNTIL YOU OBJECT
AND PUT A STOP TORE-ELECTING
INGTHIS BUNCH OF EVIL
CAN’T
HAVE A NATION WITHIN ANY KIND OF GOODNESS. When the very core of the apple is rotten-you
don’t have a good apple no matter how much you polish
and change the wrapping. This-4ii&i’t~&ean, however,
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that with the right people in strength and an informed
jury that you have to LOSE. You can win, but you have
to do something about it to insure that win.
RETURN

TO

BALANCE

“Should I go forth and overthrow the system?” No,
if you care about it you
might want to do something about it to bring back
goodness and justice.
I
have justice where I AM.
0
I am willing to help you
establish and accomplish
such magnificent tasks but
I won’t do it for you or
supply you with the where0
withal to do it. Do you
hear me? I am not your
magic guru or money-lord.
You will see and go get
what you need in honor
and integrity.
We show
you the way and present
the opportunity.
In the
cases before the courts, in
this instance of “Ekkers”
et al., the plum is right
there for the picking and
eating.
What will YOU
do to make sure Mr.
Spence takes the cases

you can be accused of being dumped by your attorney
(all under the guise of him dumping you because you
are somehow guilty) for running out of any ability to
pay.
There is well over a million dollars tied up with
attorneys in these cases just noted here, on both sides.
Funny thing: Ekkers, the point of the confusion-
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wins WITH YOU the cases, to allow your
team to move forward? We let the Ekkers take THE
BEATING by US&P and ALL OF YOU LOST! YOU lost
the very “Secret of Light”. There is nothing magic in
the messages which are, at best, unfinished and unworkable as are. But YOU LOST, citizens. Ekkers
don’t have any wish to further the “case” for because of
it they are further in debt for the remainder of their
lives. However, this precludes NOT timely confrontation by the Institute who actually lost the VALUE of the
publications NOW BANNED. Why is something not
done about this circumstance?
No funds to pay attorneys!! And, no attorneys willing to GO WIN A CASE
TO GET PAID. Where in the world do you get a
product that you know won’t work, but you have to have
it as required BY LAW, the rules are secret for the
Secret Society, massive fees are mandatory UP FRONT,
with promise of probable failure to win, the hired party
asks YOU what you want to do, spends unlimited
numbers of hours fiddling with other attorney arguments and insults AT YOUR EXPENSE, finally loses
or quits, you run out of money at which time you HAVE
TO get another club member and pay him to CATCH UP
in addition to horrendous fees now increased because

From New

Gaia

the people and for the people, and yoU
PEOPLE!!!!
Mankind reminds me of the chickens who are now
fed upon. Once the chicken was an eagle which soared
the heavens. But he was mutated, made fat and incarcerated in cages and he grew into a dinner entree
because
he found he
COULDN’T fly AFTER
ALL HIS LUXURIOUS
LIVING. You don’t remember how to fly, citizens, so you have become
like “sitting
chicken/
ducks” while your flight
feathers are plucked one
after another and now you
are bare naked-and

Products
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HAVE NEVERBEEN RECOGNIZED IN ANY COURT
REGARDING THE LOSS OF THEIR PROPERTY.
I hear you, readers; how can ANYONE fight such
a system or afford to change the garbage heap? Right!
It is all but impossible because you are stripped of
financial ability from onset. Well, YOU are offered
here an opportunity to make an impact-by getting the
right attorney who can appeal to the rightness of the
cause (case) and reach through to jurors-because
it is
the RIGHT THING TO DO. We can present the opportunity and knock on your door. YOU HAVE TO TAKE
THE OPPORTUNITY, SPEAK OUT, WRITE AND
SEIZE THE MOMENT. YOU can do it; you have
proven you can do it by your united efforts and petitions, and if you allow this to pass I shall not ask my
people for MORE. They have stood forth as THE
TARGET and taken the bashing and the losses and now
they offer YOU the possible “winnings” and that is
what God is about. We will show the way, present the
opportunity, and then wait for YOU to act in justice and
choice.
Can’t the Law Center carry the banner in this case?
No, in fact if something miraculous doesn’t happen
next week-the Law Center will have to CLOSE. yoU
ARE THE LAW, CITIZENS. It is YOUR law, YOUR

However, it won’t do any
good, for your flight, for
me to glue them onto you
one after the other while
0
you complain about the
“glue”.
Neither will I
leave my flock to attend
your anti-glue campaigns.
0
We work, we serve and
then, brothers, we attend
selves and/or GO. IT IS
YOUR TURN NOW! It is time you ones get it straight
as to who and what is GOD and stop your silly tricks of
pretense with the religious bigots of the world. You
have been fed poison, so stop taking it in or perish; the
choice is certainly YOURS.
We have a meeting this afternoon so I must release
Dharma in order not to be late to our own conference.
Thank you for thinking upon these things that we
share for we can offer no other. Man is blinded by the
“experts” and “training sessions” of controllers and
teachers who have most unworthy intents for you and
your souls. I can only ask that you study your own
circumstance, for time for your nation in ability to
reclaim any form of freedom is all but over. To simply
replace your controller by another, however, is indeed
foolish. Some of you want to make “me” into your
controller because you can “trust me to do that which is
right”7 Can you? How? YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE
FOR SELF AND TO REAR YOUR CHILDREN SO
THAT THEY, TOO, ARE RESPONSIBLE. IS IT NOT
TIME TO STOP MAKING SOME FAR-OFF “GOD”
SCAPE-GOAT? GOD IS NOT “FAR OFF”YOU JUST WISH HE WAS!! PONDER IT.
Salu. Please write to Mr. Spence. Thank you.
on
23.1
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The times in which we live in do not afford us the
opportunity to keep life simple enough that health can
be taken for granted by just ingesting food and water.
The game rules have been changed by bureaucrats
(directed by crooks higher up the ladder) who dictate
questionable farming practices which, when added to
the already choking pollutions of our atmosphere and
water, ends up depleting the soil, the food supply, plus
the air & water we breath of many of the essential
nutrients that would otherwise allow our bodies to
function optimally.
Aside from a core of products that New Gaia carries
which will be discussed further on in this article, two
brand new products are being offered that are extremely
important to present first. They are GaiaCol and
is a combination of Colloidal Silver,
Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline Drias.
This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is so high-frequency and potent that it could
quite possibly be the soiution to our ongoing fight
against the new antibiotic-resistant
diseases that we
face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and
very successfully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the
like before the advent of the first antibiotic, penicillin;
and the uses for Colloidal Gold at that time were just
beginning to present themselves. Once the chemical
companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiotics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for
treatment. Interestingly, the antibiotics that they were
producing had no effect on the more resistant viruses,
fungi and parasites yet this did not stop the medical
community from prescribing these drugs regardless of
the type of infection. Now we face a new generation of
bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics
merely due to antibiotic overprescribing and resultant
survival of the fittest bacteria.
Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is
non-toxic to humans and allows no known diseasecausing organism to live in. its presence.
With the
addition of Trace Colloidal Gold and Trace Crystalline
Drias, the frequency of
hanced to allow these newer, more powerful viruses and
bacteria to be eliminated.
to
use topically on just about any skin, hair, or mouth
condition without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for
burns. For internal use it is recommended to maintain
with 3-4 drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue and
if an infection is present, start with 1 teaspoon the first
day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day under the
tongue until the infection clears. Important: Due to the
powerful nature ofthis product, friendly bacteria can be
affected so it is advisable to replace the natural
intestional
flora with some type of acidophilus/
lactobacilus supplement daily or, at the leaset, when
symptons are noted (symptoms may include cramps,
bloating, diarrhea/constipation
and a general feeling of
malaise).
Please note that this product is said to be perfectly
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safe for children and pets and can be taken with other
medications without incident. Colloidal Silver is not
addictive and the body does not build up a tolerance to
it. For your information only, Colloidal Siver has been
used effectively on the following: acne, conjunctivitis,
allergies, rheumatoid arthritis, bladder inflammation,
venereal diseases, eczema, appendicitis, boils, cancer,
candida, otitis media, prostate problems, whooping
cough, ulcers, plus many, many others. Gala&l can
also be used to wet wound dressings and bandages and
help heal cuts, scratches, abrasions, fever blisters, etc.
There is a myriad of uses for this product which makes
in my opinion, one of the most exciting and
valuable products on the market today.
GxySol contains Colloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal
Gold but has Hydrogen Peroxide (food grade) and other
trace minerals to add a new dimension to the effects.
Organisms that
plagued us for centuries may be
destroyed using this product but the new, more resistant strains will require
higher frequency
When added to water, the GxySol will help to purify,
which makes this ideal for taking to restaurants or for
travel. When taken with
you get a two-fold
effect of combating foreign invaders and providing a
greater oxygen content for
health of the cells from
the Hydrogen Peroxide. OxySol is wonderful topically
as well, but is not advised for burns (use GaiaCol for
burns). The trace minerals found in OxySol are vital
to our health because the nutrients that were once taken
for granted in our vegetables and fruits have been
systematically farmed out of our soil. These trace
minerals need to be replaced, otherwise our bodies
continue to be open season for aggressive bugs. Another use for
is to rid the oral cavity of harmful
bacteria by brushing your teeth with 4 drops
on
your toothbrush or use as a mouthwash or gargle. The
recommended amount to take daily for system clearing
is 6-10 drops, 3 times a day on an empty stomach. If
taken with GaiaCol, reduce both daily requirements in
half. If you are adding OxySol to your water, just add
l-2 drops in each glass of water. Both OxySol and
additions to our pursuit of
Without these “food”-based essential nutrients our
immune systems and bodyphysiologies are sitting ducks
for any attack-from
chemical and biological “warfare” practices, to increased nuclear radiation pollution, as well as from other high-energy photon bombardment as this planet prepares itself for th upcoming changes.
It is up to every individual to take personal responsibility for their health and prioritize
needs their
bodies may have at this time as well as pay special
attention to the needs of their children.
1 hope to
describe here some good products available to you so
that your search for a basic, complete arsenal against
disease can come to an end.
New Gaia
presentet many products to the
public that you can ptck or
for individual needs.
But there is a core of products, which should be taken

regularly, that is felt to be essential to health and well
being. These products are:
Gaialyte,
Rombucha
Tea, Rombucha
Vinegar,
CarhraGala, GaiaCleanse Program, Chlorella,
Each of these provides a service to the body
that is a necessary assistant to the other. We will
discuss each one individually to provide you with the
information you need to understand why these items are
necessary.
The physiology of the body is basically governed by
the actions and programming found within the cell.
The cells make up the tissues of the body, the tissues
make up the organs such as the heart or liver which, in
turn, make up the organ systems that work in harmony
with each other to keep the entire body functioning. If
the cell structure has been altered or is malfunctioning
(for whatever reason), every organ system is affected.
To what degree they are affected depends on the offending substance that has caused the cell’s breakdown or
the length of time that cell has been subjected to abuse.
is a product that is said to help
correct the faulty programming that has occurred at the
cell level by correcting into perfection the cell’s DNA/
RNA blueprint. Viruses, unlike bacteria,
ability to fuse with the DNA strand within the cell, creating
a mutation to that cell. By perfecting the DNA/RNA
blueprint, the cell may be returned to a level of vitality
which allows it to fight off an incoming virus and
maintain the homeostasis within the cell and, in turn,
.
within the organ systems.
This is essential for the immune organ system,
because without healthy cells that can fight off offenders like free radicals, viruses, and cumulative levels of
radiation, the immune system is overtaxed to the point
of exhaustion-eventually
leading to dis-ease.
Another benefit from consuming Gaiandriaaa
is its ability and nature to thrive on
invisible, higher photon
frequencies
which are bombarding
us daily.
is able to speed up the frequency levels of
the cells to more nearly match the energies pouring in
and assaulting the body. This, in turn, can offer a twofold benefit: One benefit is the ability of
withstand and actually adapt to these otherwise damaging energies; the other benefit is to help protect ourselves from mind manipulation through pulse beams
that are irradiating mankind relentlessly. Originally
the dose was 10 drops, 3 times per day, under
However, with
growing number of Umanufactured” epidemics and other stepped-up plans for our
by the Elite, perhaps more is better. One ounce
or more per day may produce faster and more effective
results.
Aquagaia was introduced to benefit the mitochondria system that lies within the cell. The mitochondria
is the energy producer of the cell and is essential to
convert the food we eat into usable cell fuel and to
produce enzymes that are absolutely necessary for surviva1 of
to feed on vessel plaques
adhering to blood vessel linings. Most all of us, by the
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age of twenty, have plaques developing on the arterial
walls due to the American diet that is filled with
saturated fats, high protein, white flour products, and
limited consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables.
This product provides added fuel to any compromised
system to assist in strengthening the immune system, as
well as cleaning out blood vessels and enhancing the
pliability of the vessel walls throughout the body. Both
Gaiandriana
and AquaGaia work in harmony to
strengthen and eliminate mutations of all cells by
working together within the cell structure itself.
Another product that you will find essential in your
daily regime is Gaialyte.
This is a fully integrated
electrolyte
liquid that is brought forth from the
Kombucha Tea. The combination of tea and juice,
vitamins, minerals, Gingko Biloba, Echinacea, Chlorella, oxygenators, Aloe Vera and Gaiandriaaa
are a
powerful combination that helps boost energy levels as
well as provides electrolyte balance within the body to
help enhance the performance of the Gaiaodriana
within the cells. Electrolytes are substances which
dissociate into ions in solution and thus become capable of conducting electricity. The balance of these
electrolytes in the body will aid in the protection from
the various high-frequency energies that we are now
subjected to as well as enhance the effectiveness of all
the other products you are consuming for your health.
Another beverage that should be taken in a dose of
approximately 8 ounces per day is the “Tea Breeze”
Kombucha Tea. Enough can not be said about this
fermented drink from the mushroom fungus found long
ago by a prominent Japanese woman in a town called
Kargasok, Russia. What she found amongst these villagers astounded her. The women were virtually without wrinkles or other signs of aging and the overall
population was comprised of unusually healthy people.
She was told that these people drank 8 ounces of
Kombucha
daily. She brought the mushroom
fungus back to Japan and, today, over a million Japanese people drink the fermented tea daily. With the
high content of special proteins and enzymes, this tea
is said to reduce cholesterol, restore hair growth,
strengthen eyesight, help insomnia, aid in weight reduction, help with allergies, bronchitis, asthma and a
myriad of other debilitating conditions including the
prevention of certain cancers.
While
are claims from people who have used
or researched the product, it would simply be prudent to
regard
a must to add to your daily
health regime. Many people make their own tea with
the mushroom that is available through New Gaia
Products, but for those of us with limited time, the
ready-made tea in the l-liter and 2-liter bottles is both
delicious and convenient. Try mixing the tea with the
Gaialyte and your favorite juice, orjust drink it straight.
There is a
that has been developed which offers similar properties to unpasteurized
apple cider vinegar, which has been used for centuries
to care for all types of ailments. This product packs a
punch when fighting off the common cold and is great
.as a digestive aid. Many are using this product in their
salad dressings or other recipes to enhance the nutrition that their families receive.
While
is not recommended for canning or preserving, it certainly is recommended for general consumption.
is the membrane that is found in the
mushroom fungus of the
bathed in a
nurturing amniotic-like fluid of
to aid
the body in repair of connective tissue. This product
was designed to replace the need for Shark Cartilage
supplement, which has been well researched and documented in recent years and which is said to program the
body to never develop cancer tumors. By mixing one
teaspoon in to any of the above mentioned drinks, you
add one more weapon to your arsenal in the quest to
build the immune system to its optimum healthy state.
14-day program called
been
developed that assists in the elimination of the nasty

parasites found within the body. Very few people
realize the kinds and types of diseases that
parasites can contribute to, such as Cancer, AIDS, Hepatitis, Hodgkin’s Disease, Diabetes, just to name a few.
There have been reports that people have been able to
turn their conditions around by utilizing a program
such as the
to eliminate the
myriads of parasites, such as flukes, keeping house in
their internal organs.
The beauty of this program is that 14 days every 3
months is all that is required to insure a body that is free
of most parasites.
The
line includes
tinctures that can be mixed in any one of the above
beverages or in juice.
There is also an intestinal
cleanse that comes in the kit to ensure proper elimination and cleansing during the two weeks. These steps
to health are important if one is to realize optimum
health within the cellular structure and organ tissues of
the body.
is a single-celled, fresh-water algae which
is a nutritionally balanced whole food that is extremely
high in protein (60%) and contains more than 20
essential vitamins and minerals, 19 of the 22 essential
and non-essential amino acids, enzymes, plus Chlogrowth factor. The combination of these factors
results in a product that has been found to be excellent
in the healing of wounds, injuries and ulcers, immune
strengthening, age retardation, protection against radiation, normalizing digestion and bowel function, and
protection against toxic pollutants, to name but a few of
the benefits.
is a rich source of chlorophyll, which is
extremely effective in controlling body odor both internally and externally. The suggested daily consumption
is 3 grams per day, but dosages should be adjusted to
needs. Many times the alkaline
your individual
reserves in the body are so depleted that
in
larger doses, is warranted.
Moreover, because of its superb food value, Chlois an important addition to anyone’s emergency
food storage stash.
As part of an ongoing nutritious diet,
grain of
(Triticum Spelta) should be added to every diet in
replacement of the standard wheat grain,
superior to wheat in that it contains more protein, crude
fiber, and fats than wheat. It also contains special
carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which help stimulate the all-important immune system.
Many people
are allergic to wheat find
to
What is most exciting is the
be easily digestible.
delicious nutty flavor that
offers to any baking
needs. Another advantage of
is the large amount
of vitamin B-17 found in the grain (also known as
Laetrile) which has a reputation for retarding cancerous cell growth and aiding in the healing of other
serious illnesses.
also has an exceptionally thick
husk around the center grain, which protects it from all
kinds of pollutants and insects far better than happens
with other grains. The
grain can be ground up
into flour and used in any recipe where flour is riquired. New Gaia offers the whole
grain bread
mixes, or the grain itself to be ground into flour, or the
flour already milled for your convenience. This simple
addition to your family’s diet can provide a wealth of
extra nutrition for your loved ones as well as a great
taste experience.
The last product I wish to discuss is a newer
product of which you may not be fully aware. Many of
you have heard of the latest craze using a product called
“Pycnogenols”. Pycnogenol comes from the bark of the
pine tree and is said to have remarkable anti-oxidant
properties that are aiding in the relief of a number of
chronic conditions. The 3-In-1 product offered by New
Gaia has been found to be superior to Pycnogenol. The
research that has been conducted on
elements found
in Pine Bark were primarily conducted on Grape Seed
Extract because this, too, had the components that
offered the superior anti-oxidant protection.
What was discovered is thatthe Grape Seed Extract

was even superior to the Pine Bark in that it contains a
hipher level and higher potency of OPCs (Oligomeric
proanthocyanidins) which are the active ingredient for
These OPCs found in the
free-radical scavenging.
Grape Seed Extract are known for their instant
bioavailability to seek out nasty free radicals and produce rapid counter-effect results. While no claims are
here being made for the healing qualities of any product, the OPCs found in Grape Seed Extract have been
identified with: Anti-aging protection, improved vision, decrease in wrinkles, resistance to mental deterioration, reduced risk of heart disease, reduced risk of
stroke, enhanced immune system, faster healing, subdued PMS, and reduced inflammation of arthritis.
The other substances found in 3-111-l are Ester-C
and Aloe Vera. Ester-C is found to get into the blood
stream faster and in larger amounts than other forms of
vitamin C and wastes only a fraction of what other
vitamin C products lose through elimination. It is also
found to penetrate white blood cells more efficiently,
which is necessary for their metabolism. There is also
a reduction, if not an elimination, of the side effects
from the acidity of regular Vitamin C because Ester C
has a neutral pH. Each capsule also contains 150 mgs.
of Aloe Vera which is the equivalent of one-and-onehalf ounces of natural Aloe Vera juice. Excerpted from
an article by John C. Pittman, M.D., we read:
“Acemannan, a mucopolysaccharide,
is a long-chain
sugar which is found as an active ingredient in Cold
Processed Whole Leaf Aloe. It interjects itself into all
cell membranes. This causes an increase in the fluidity
and permeability of the membrane, allowing toxins to
flow out of the cell more easily and nutrients to enter
the cell. The net result may improve cellular metabolism throughout the body, resulting in a boost of energy
production.”
These three powerful ingredients are found in one
product called
It is a potent product that should
be utilized by anyone suffering from a chronic condition or for those wishing to maximize the functioning
of their immune system on a day-to-day basis.
All the above products discussed:

GaiaCleanse,
keys to a healthier and more vibrant life by reinvigorating the immune system, increasing the metabolic activity of the cells, providing more complete nourishment
to allow the organ systems to function in harmony with
one another, and to increase our bodies’ overall frequency levels to withstand the onslaught of various
high-frequency energies that are thrown our way. These
products work synergistically together to maximize the
effects of each product.
Of course, right thinking, right exercise, and right
eating are absolutely necessary to add to any health
regime, but the benefits and gifts found within these
various products are priceless to our well being in this
high-stress world.
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3. SPACE-GATE,
THE VEIL REMOVED
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER
*6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM
HELL
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS
*9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS
*‘lo. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL
1 I. CRY OF THE PHOENIX
12. CRUCIFIXION
OF THE PHOENIX
*13. SKELETONS
IN THE CLOSET
14. RRPP-RAPE,
RAVAGE, PILLAGE
AND PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX
**IS. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION
*16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON
17. THE NAKED PHOENIX
*18. BLOOD AND ASHES
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60.
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64. TO ALL
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